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Hospital societies should not 
adopt the role of opposing 
government, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital board chairman George 
Sherwood states in his annual 
report, and if they do they risk 
self-destructing.
“Whether we like it or not, the 
society/trustees system of public 
involvement in the operational 
control of hospitals is being 
severely tested at the present 
time, and its performance may 
well be found lacking if a much- 
improved working relationship 
between hospitals and govern­
ment doesn’t soon become 
evident:’’
These observations follow the 
chairman’s accound of how the 
SPH board was able to keep all 
150 beds in operation and 
eliminate only 7 173 staff
positions while receiving 
$746,000 less for its 1982/83 
operations than the $8,287,637 
originally budgeted. :
When the administration was 
asked for plans to accomodate 
the shortftill they were told that 
“closing of beds or other such 
calamitous action should not be 
considered other than as a last 
■■'VjesortI’’ 'v'
Increases in charges for rooms 
and for out-patients added 
$394,000 to projected revenues, 
elimination of positions saved 
$134,000, and planned new 
. positions with a dollar value of 
$217,000 were eliminated.
A key element in the board’s 
success-in cohiplying with the 
provincial restraint program was 




Saanich school board has to chop close to $14 million off its already
5, trustee Rubymay Parrott
said Saturday.
Education authorities in B.G. were told Friday to cut their budgets 
another $68.5 million by Aug. 30 or face the prospect of laying off 
another 3,000 of the province’s 28,000 teachers. But Education
17 per cent pay increase to 10 per cent it would meet the budget cut 
and keep teachers at work.
Parrott said she believed teachers were realistic and would see “the 
crunch is here.’’ Unless they go for voluntary rollbacks there’s not 
tnuchleft but layoffs, she added.
But first the board will look at cutting back on field trips, maybe 
teacher aides — and perhaps some programs. “It’s going to be really 
; tough,’’ Parrott said. “We’re going to have to look at every thing we 
looked at before — and I don’t know where we’re going to find it” k ^
She said there was “no fat’’ in the budget and “there are some
the basics ■— reading, writing and arithmetic.’
She suggested if teachers \vere willing to look at; rollbacks, 
graduated rollback—- making allowance for those teachers at the 
bottom of the scale — would be fair.
The provincial government has no intention of legislating salary
education minister before layoffs can take place.
Colleges and institutions, independent schools and the ministry 
itself will be cut back as well as public schools to a total of $76.88 
million. Smith told a news conference Friday the education ministry’s 
$1.3 billion budget has been reduced by $77 million as a result of the 
government restraint program.
President of the BCSTA, Gary Begin; said it would be impossible to 
meet Smith’s cutback target if teachers don’t agree to a wage rollback
11M rn r Vy-kl 1In c»
Under the new restraints capital expenditures are to be handledU 
separately, Parrott said. The school district’s plan for a six-room ,i/™ Minton of Sidney mih grnnd cHampion heifen“Banner’<. Tom Cron. P.o,„ De^p—7——
A spokesman for Saanich Teachers’ Assocaition, past-presi(
year ending March 31, 1982, 
shows a $6,742 operating surplus. 
The previous year there had been 
a $388,873 deficit, but the 




‘ ‘ The one absol u te i n them in d s 
; of all hospital administrators,’’ 
Sherwoocl states, “has to be that, 
for as long as the government 
takes the absolute posture of not
■ picking up deficits under any 
circumstances, there must be ho 
deficits under any cir-
■/''"■cumstances.—"'
Referring to the approval 
recently granted to the board to 
go ahead vyith construction of a 
75-bcd extended-care wing^ 
Sherwood gives credit to the 
chairman of the building com­
mittee, I t: Col. Jack Reynolds;
“ W h c n th e burcan c ra t i c: 
process starts to slow down, or 
stops altogeihcr-and for what ever 
reason . Jack doesn’ t wait for
■ long before he makes ah end run 
aitd puts the ball in play a level or 
t\vo above the head of whocver is 
guilty of procrastination,"
In writing his report Sherwood 
anticipated, as has since hap­
pened, that the hospital would 
receive its first certificate of, 
accreditation,
“Under no circumstances 
shotild it be considered a,s similnr 
in any way to a motel receiving a 
j(four-siar rating from the local 
automobile association, he 
'"comments.'''^
W^^^^ a hospital is entlded to 
display its Certificate of 
Accreditation id it.s front lobby, 
the public may consider this to be 
tltc highest possible assurance 
that excellent care will be 
provided and that the highest 
; : professional standards 
observed,
; During the year ended March 
31 the hospital showed a slight 
'";;k'’dccibBse:::7hV;'■:al:utck:;carc'' '':ad-
! missions, 2,507 compared to 
Xi ,611 u m b c X ■::■ ■ of ■ ■ ■' ma.l or,
7 operations also declined, from
6I3'lo',578,k,'"'-:
were increases in birtbs,
, t- resident Pat
Adlem, said Monday the BCTF had not given an official position on 
rollbacks — that would be decided bv the membershio, but explained
1 local association presidents and chairmen of bargaining will be at-
I are discussed
until that meeting fakes place there would be little information 
forthcoming from either the BCTF or locals,” she added.
Adlem said there were two options to be discussed — rollbacks or 
layoffs but “I feel there arc always other options besides those two 
and ■iTeeltltbmembersip will be looking at alternatives —■ although it 
By GRANIAIJTWIN moorage at the docks will be posted, may boil down to the two."
^ North Saanich niayor Jay —very, very strict^w Road work will begin in Commenting on Parrott’s remark about the possibility of Saanich
* .... Adlem said Saanich was
pared prior to the restraint
Rangel says he: was ti-ying sign a set of rules." August after tenders are let in the school district getting back down to basics,
the best possible; “already at that point” The budget was pa... ^
and i mprove the situation ■ heads in the bay and no pumping : of all mature trees that are to then restraints came on top of that so we’ve already cut into
slightly," for the municipality of bilges," he said, saved, work on tlm parking lots^
— even if it was at the las—^^^^^ T^^ entire oroiect will “he win pnmmf»np(« “We’re down to bare bones, comnared with some nther schnnlThe entire project ill
possible moment during the July a very, very sensitive of jobs will be im- district," she added. “We don’t have any fat, any luxury items,
26 linal adontion of Bob manner.’’ Alreartv the r,lH Adlem said it was strance that the latest niithaelf in ceUrtnl fp er. : dy o d mediately provided and scores g cu b ck schoo budgets 
Wright’s marina proposal in “garish^ sighs have been pulled more over the next months when was needed to be made in the last quarter of the year. She explained 
Tsehum Harbour, down and new carved signs, such dock construction and 15
Rangel was ruled out of order as t hose in the parks, will be Page.A2^^ 7 with a completion deadline of Nov. 15 or the issiae goes Jo arbitration,
during the council meeting when 
he attempted to question Wright 
on fuiufe development plans in 
he area.:,,
Earlier thal evening council 
had refused two ciii/cns the right 
to speak to council on other 
7 rnaiicrs: ahd^ R
in an inieryievV with The Review f 
: lie doesn’t support denying'the 
. right to speak.
“Tltc question period is .. 
something' 1 hold sacred," he 
;sald7 addihij hik; cqlleag 
council hayc been too “'anxious 
to jump into bed With Wright’’ 7 
■andhavem 
proposal - Ahroulb^:: a 
Rangel .still has ‘Uons of ob­
jections that have riot come up 
J^efore now.’’:7 ■;7,7'7-'
\yhcihcr or not Rangel was 
■allowed a final question on 
Wright’s development
plans is now achdcmic since the 
proposal has been finally 
adopted:'''.' "7“^
But in ah interview this week 
Bob Wright set the record
:urii
i* have no intention; no 
desire, nor 7ihy :plans; nor any 
: ; intentions now or au any time in 
tlic (lUuic lot duvclojiment of tiie 
fbreishorc of the bay to the cast of 
; Blue Heron Bay at file eastern 
;;;'^apihx!acb::ib:':Nyn}pl'i;''j)ointr*7t7.^
from 1to J95r ih outpatient 
vitihs to the emergency depart*
'"'7 'I-
C’<tntlnMe«l hh Bagc A2
“Tbor**will hWnci r.ini nwXmitorivomn'ssoithmmmUn^
launchinii ramn no boat homes wpnmX mthmil cHmploM
no livc-aboards, no construction :::ikyfPknimdubov0-(noUnMm »fdmm 6ma /»»« 
or reiniir fiiciliiies in the Umimvnad, Pmi Blacky Josephine Dicb^ /ldher Shacked
7tuifina,’' lie saidf adding AnUa Kiupcrt IMtt Vhderwood, Sobrltid /Hack, Vicky Black,
Sylvia Joseph ntui Shari Jacobs, Centre, coaches Curtis Olsen 
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Peninsula People Vehicles
Martha Evans, Braemar Ave., 
and Jane Sloan, Lochside Drive, 
have returned from San Fran­
cisco where they look part in a 
three-week course in Esperanto 




Next to Travelodge 
Every Sunday 
9 am ‘ 3 pm
Info & Reservations 
656-5316 (Eves pref.)
Damage estimated at more 
than $4,000 was done to two 
vehicle in a July 25 collision in 
the 7200 block East Saanich 
Road at 11:40 a.m.
Police said Virginia Ruth 
Foley, 751 Stellys Cross Road, 
driving south, pulled over to 
allow cars behind to pass before 
turning left across the road. As 
she started across her car was in 
collision with a southbound car 
driven by Boyd McCulloch, 7751 
East Saanich Road.
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Carol Sykes from Langford plays in preliminary round in 
darts tourney held in Centennial Park during Central Saanich 










A 42-year-old North Saanich 
man has won the Canadian 
Veteran’s Road Cycling i 
Ch ampio nsh ip . D iete r
TschaunerA ;10965 Kalitan; rode 
i' ; in the 35 years and over category 
‘ ' July 17 in Edmonton, in a six-lap 
78-km face which he finished in
-.v.'^TVa
W ’ J , ........... ..............
; two hours three minutes. There^^;;^^^^
)'A4 were 35 starters.
Willi Fahning, ,,16-1184 Clarke 
i ■'? Road, Brentwood Bay. came 9th
. in the, race. Both men have en-
* ’5;£ tered for the Gas Town Grand
fV; Prix to be held Aug. 2. (Results 
*i; i not available at press time.) The
left us
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Goritinued from Page Al 
activities begin, he said.
. Between the new North 
'1 Saanich and Sidney Yacht Club 
, , and the marina at least si.x hew
full-time jobsA will be providecl Ay^ 
i and the huinicipal tax base in- 
E * creased by more than $100,000 a 
year - 'vA,";"
The lidwardian inansion Used ; 
by the yacht club vviH be 1 
preserved and renovafed by 
inombcis and inoorage will be 
, ‘ available by April al the earliest.
' l.""::ATho^'A'ehtii'eA7'pftijcct''-'will.''':.he:''":A:: 
.staged over a two-year period 
wiih:;fnifell of tiic construction A:
being focusetl on an “en- 
7 vi roninhiital tiineiable to 
minimize problems,” he said.
Wrighi emphasized his Oak 
ABay Mariiia sijitTAcbnducis \vatel 
. ' s tests in that area and results me 
; , of the highest (lualiiy wafer.
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j '! Scasland water t
A cs.scnlial, Excepl for ' winler
':-'j|i0j,tHsAAwhch’Atlvcrclis;:cxcussiveAAA;,A
M
riin-off spilling into storm drains, 
which is an Oak I.Vay tnunicipal 
problem, the inarinaAwatei'sAare 
!■; pristine,J'le said.-:;; ;''A7',''';AA;,';;";':A;A
...HlW







ineni, from 12;014 tq 14,438, and 
in minor operations, from 266 to A
■■■■■■IsSI ,.■i,,;; ■■,:,;V
^ bed occupancy was
.» ,'514j?ci:ccni above ruled, capacity.,.,A„
'V ■.fV’if 'the*' three' Heds' and' tl'ie''?!"
MrTOlA07l'4i/f n 'Mil' '*! surgical, ,hcds:'had,':,.yH: per,,:;cent,:,:;
"ai ♦ ? PI*')'* ‘ S13 '■ ir^ ^




I 'I'l hsAi ¥i
^ T1tc;:75Txtendedearb,bcds,\y(:rcA;,',A 
qccuped 00,7 per cent of the tihicf a 
ulthoiigh only 29 extended care A 
paiiems were adruiiied during the
'■■■ year,’®, ,;„,A-:A;,'AA:;A',::'':,':'
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thefti vandal ism, ; 
collision and other perils -— travelling or parl<ed, anyvyhere in 
Canada dr the U S. Deductibles as lovv as $25. Ask about our
SoU
Vm
Duane Badminton receives showman rib 
from ministry of agriculture, 
ffire fhow.
 . Duane won intermediate and reserve showman ribbons for en- 
y^>. Tom Cronk Photo
^248ll::BeatjbniAv8^. 656-0911
Robert Arthur Sparling, 945 impaired driving and $250 for 
Downey Rd., Sidney, was dangerous driving, after pleading 
remanded for a pre-sentence guilty to both charges, 
report; after/ pleading guilty Smith, 2159
Saanich provincial court Amity Dr.; Sidney, also pleaded 
Thursday to charges of theft of a guilty td impaired driving, and 
car, impaired driving, refusing a was fined $250. 
breathalyzer test and dangerous .Ioanna T. Huysmans; 28 
driving.
. Norman Stanley Tandberg, Probation for six months and 
::Can.pbeli;Riv^sr,was:sentencea.o^^^;:”^^^^^
If 14 days in jail to be served on $275 after pleading! guilty to
lweck(mds,f after deingf found; obt^a^
guilty of driving with blood :
alcohol level over .08 per cent. ^^fr ^’ i?
On .luly 27, Ciary Richard $ido and Darcy George Kaszab, 
Swedberg, 5520 Hamsterley Rd., 2433 Malaview Ave., was fined 
Victoria, was fined $300 for r $150 for theft under $200. f
i
i/fSis
Shop BUTLER BROTHERS bn Keating Cross 
all yoiir !3o-lt-Yoiirseif ProiectSv Wheth^ 
dition to your home, finishing a room in your base­
ment, doing a bit of wiring or replacing a sink.
We habe a helpful, khbwleclgeabl^ 
vise you on your needs.
Wi
v!>
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WE HAVE 1000’s 
OF NEW BOpS IN 
STOCK.
Some new items we are stbekihg
MECHANISRIIS
own unique clock, be it burl, plate or ceramic tile. 
To;fisiBsh yqur:clqck or^any pthbr^;!iom6;rabdelt^













corrosldn on yoiir boat! Available In 16 oztr^c 
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or layoffs and cut-Voluntary rollbacks in teachers’ salaries 
backs in school programs.
Thait’s the choice facing the province’s 28,000 teachers.
As Saanich school board trustee Rubymay Parrott says, the 
.^crunch is"here.;
education ministry’s $1.3 billion budget has been reduced 
by $77 million under the government’s restraint program and 
schqoli boards ~ as well as colleges and institutions, indepen- 
'schools and the education ministry— must cut back once 
;again.
In Saanich school district $449,633 must be lopped from a $15 
million budget and unless teachers act on education Minister 
Brian Smith’s proposal that they voluntarily roll back their 
latest pay increase to 10 per cent from 17 per cent, trustees have 
only; two alternatiyes — cutting programs or teacher layoffs.
Parrott says there’s no fat in the budget and she doesn’t Icnovy \ 
where the board will find the money thatneeds to be cut. The 
trustee talks about “going back to basics” but Pat Adlem, past- 
pfesideht bf SaariichjTeachers’ Association, says that’s just; 
about where the school district is at right now.
She agrees^there’s no fat to trim and terms the curreiit budget ^ 
“bare bones” compared to some school districts.
Although many; teachers; may waint to oppose voluntary
^^Wings of Life" stops at flying club at Pat Bay A irport. Pilots are Andre Daemen, flight in­
structor, and Don Muir, bush pilot. The two men left Montreal Aug. I to try to break world 
record for around-the-world flight by completing it in less than seven days, 13 hours, 13 
minutes and 13 seconds. They also hope to raise $1 million for Canadian Cancer Society and 
space on the exterior of plane allo ws minimum of $10 per name, message or company logo, 
A ir Canada is suppying ground support along the way, and the men have a bank rigged up 
behind extra fuel tank so one can deep while the other is at the controls.
--Keith Sutherland Photo.^
60 YEARS AGO
From the August 3,1922, issue of; 
The Review
About the beginning of next ;. 
week a new industry will be ; 
launched in Sidney by the j 
Saanich Brand Canning Com- ; 
pany, when they will commence I 
producing chicken feed by , 
grinding up the clam shells which ; 
accumulated during the last 
season’s work of canning clams.
A new 12-horsepower motor :is 
capable of grinding up five or six ; ; 
tons of shells per day.
What might have been a very 
serious accident occured at the 
home of Mrs. Bickford on Friday 
last, when a tree, which was being 
felled by Mrs. Bickford’s two 
sons, came down in the opposite 
direction and crashed through the 
roof of the house. Luckily the 
family were outside at the time.
Iiivestmeet letters
50 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 3, 1932, issue of ; 
■The Review
With two straight wins over the 
Ganges Athletic Club team, ^
North Saanich Service Club 
softball team captured first place ^ 
in the Islands District Softball ^
.en-
Saanich has completed a ^ I
on the feasibility of Twenty-eight members of the : 
whether to retain the RCMP or 5th Regimental Band came out
establish a local police force. The ; and gave an excellent concert onS 
study shows that as far as money Sunday afternoon in the War
Memorial Park. Owing to the 
retain the RCMP. However this cold rainy day, very few took
is just the dollar and cents figure advantage of the opportunity of
for today, in the long run it will hearing the music, 
to establish a
rollbacks, hopcfiBly, ci^monsensc will preyaiL lfthere isTittle ;; :..For>those^hp enjpy:d^sting :;vard;:^ ^aig^ae Ktey‘‘ and 40YEARSAGO
which can be cut from the budget Without severely curtailing im- the results of surveys, I offer the job; 30 per cent were housewives. Central Saanich From the Aug 5 1942 Issue of
portant programs, and if trustees believe such cuts would have following condensation of the retired or non-employed persons. An RCMP Constable usually The Review
I . ...io... ft.. --------------------Exchange , . ^ The medium household income - ■ --—5 four years in one place After 30 years continuous
j: t’i Q . and then is transferred to another service, in the milk business in
I town. There are exceptions to North Saanich, J.B. Knowles
bloyed ■ ocxxv..v cer.u nijc.i iiit-wmni ^iu,j-'u; and 5 pcT this, howcvcr, foF the most putt discontinued his delivery service
. . . . . ....................... That only the affluent invest in the cent of shareholders^^^;^ a r • ui- -ru - j i
1.-' a|he choice is a hard one but we believe this is one bullet ^market household inenme in of maximum. It to the public on Thursday last
I teachers must bite. It should be .some consolation when thev tv,.=. 11 (t-tc nnAn o takes a constable approximately week.
a raUe and that many, many oters are unemployed.^ million people. Of these the ratio vest^ in the st^k market was mat community. empowering the government to'
^ If this is the way teachers decide to go they may think It worth of males to females was almost $4,000 — which certainly m- Anoth— -.-j— :--------------- ---------------------------------------
\ __exactlv 50:50; However: the ratio S dicaTes that it isvnint iiist tht» . . .. ... . V Another point to consider is impose conscription for overseas-dicntes that it is not just the ,he information that came out of service.iconsidering Parrott’s suggestion of graduated rollbacks .................... w.vxv ________ _
‘ Teacho-s at the bottom of the scale earn $20,450, at the top end of o^banites to rural shareholders wealthy who invest in the market. ^^e MacDonald Commission, it
'■V-was-84;16. ■ .v'';-;'::--,: ..Only;;>;'17,-:---per;;,-,cent-;-of.-7;the'' ' ' 'a-/■ they make $40,859. It Certainly makes sense to help those who • 9- —^ pe
: . iL 11 I n / ' The average age of all respondents
, ,, e s . shareholders was 47.6 years, wkh ; portfolios in ex
found; thht local authorities had 
little control over the RCMP. 30, years: AGO
HOW
The hew gate across the road to Island View Regional Park
ter it down, which has no doubt gone a long way towards solv-
had investment
To the be^or^SoSee From the Aug; 6,^
previous surveys. Some 41 per neither the Toronto- Stock , _ fig _
cent of the respiondents were in; Ex,change nor the Investrnent ; v v ‘^
:• the 21-44 age range and' 36 per " Dealers Association ;:
cent were between 45 and 64 taken a similar survey in Canada; rnniidprpd hpfm-p the final - record,
years. However, the age of It would be interesting to see how rif.fvicir.n ic mario hours in
shareholders investing for the the Canadian figures compare to i HniTinon
first time shows that this category the y .S. mumbers:;; Given the r^imm Avo ^
is getting younger; Also, the popular perception of the " sidnpv hours in; 1931. Hottest
: number oT females inycsting for conservative; Canadian'investor, temperature recorded in the >
the first time outnumber the one might suspect there may be 1P<? welcome letters to the *rionth vvas^ only 83 degrees,
nialcs in the same categofy. Not significant ;differences between : editor but to ensure publication compared to 87on July 11, 1951.
surprisingly, riew shareholders the two countries. Maybe a ;r/j^ \s/jow/d Ae Ar/c:/' o/?cf <^^ *
ing the problem of rowdy parties, broken glass and the like on companied by name, address and 'h"
In anotherway, however, the gate is itself a problem. It in- 
tcirferes with pub^ the beach in tlic park, which the
. , public has every right io use.
\ The regional parks authorities didnlt start chJl to;^^p 
V “Vehicles from reaching the park; They put in tlte gate only when 
someone knocked down all the posts for a fence they were 
building to keep vehicles off the private beaches. 
iAs a temporary expedient it ma^ be necessar but the sitiia” 
lion isn-t satisfactbfyi ;and;it ought to start the^^p^ 
tbinking;abbut;Nyays to live the pu^b^ 
stead of blocking it off.
At present the only picnic tables in the area arc on private 
properly, not available to the general public, and the only 
sanitary facilities arc portable toilets.
who arc single are also gaining as graduate student:will take H on as ___ ____ _ _ _ , , w p r
a proportion of total new a thesis project. telephone number of the writer. fpcctor W.R. Cannon reported
sharcliolders. In certain circumstances only will
Thrce-ciuarterVofshareholder.s (Slcphcn Taylor is an in- o be withheld. Letters rhay ^ a total value of
surveyed had at least one year of; vcslnienl dealer with 
education beyond high scbool Mackay Ross Lhnilcd, Victoria)
park sometime in the future, but the most important attraction 
it is every likely to have -- the beach — is already there.
time caretaker whose presence would keep the vandalism in 
c
3ach; week A reportef from this paper presents bihiscJi’; iV 
SidneY prbvincial court and obtitlns a list of offenders wbo have 
appeared'and been fined or sentenced; Lately, however, we
names, jExcuscs ore various and include sick mothers, 
possible loss rtf a jbbAnd sd on;
violent or liable to break into someone's home. So 
cldnT ask us tolenvb names off the list, ;irwe omit 
should omit all. It's ns simple as that.
• ,-'I I
lo.YEARSAGo::::::;:::,.''::.:;;':::;:-;-;::.-;:,,;:
From the A ii r . 1V 1962 Issue of
Sidney:;; ,-::;w6lcrs;:;;.:;;'faybred;'7^
park property at 
Fourth St. and Sidney Ave. for a 
new village office and health 
centre, but the vote of 202 in 
favor and 139 against fell two 
votes short of the required two 
■;::4hirds‘Suppoi1.::;:-^
ibYEAUS AGO
From the Aug. 2, 1972 Issue of 
;riie Review'
Sixty-seven year old John 
Newman, rowing a cloublc-cnded 
boat he built during the 1930s, 
finished lO minutes ahead of 
everyone else ;in the Great Sidney 
'Rowing.Rcvicw.'
Happiness isourambllion
fun and ^ames is our condition ' 
Entertainment is our role,
Let oiher councils legislale,
; Observe (he la\i and bylaws
' ' ' "! I 'ill'-'' 'll-*- ....... ■' -I.'l*- , ,H|. ■ " 1
in this sad world they vegetate.
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Rotary- 
blood clinic
Sidney Rotary Club is spon­
soring a blood donor clinic 2 - 8 
p.m. Aug. 11 at Sanscha Hall, 
2243 Beacon Avenue. Rotarians 
are aiming for 400 donors this 
time around, hoping to beat the 









& 2m! Street, Sidney 
; OPEN 7: DAYS A WEEIC 




: : NOW OPEN ■ :
LIVE DINNER & DANCE 
MUSIC NITELY 
6 p.m: - MIDNIGHT




9816- 4th ST., SIDNEY 
"Chicken eRibs “Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream :
1^^^ FRI. IT - 8 
Sat. 11:30-8 Sun. 12-8
tAM7RESmyi!ANT




; Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
^ / : : :OPEN ,Mon, - Thurs; 4:30 • Midnighi; ,:; '
, Fri.-Sat. 4:30-1:30am :: i::, Sun.:4:30-8:30 pin
Delivery with minimum order
2493 Beacon Aye. 656-3944
^ : re
Ron Trafford scores for Bailers in semi-final against Deep Cove during tournament at 
Centennial Park during Central Saanich Days. Deep Cove won. Bottom photo, crowds who 
showed up for Central Saanich Lions annual bash at the park found prices unchanged from 
iastyear. - Tom Cronk Photo ;
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT - FREE DELIVERY 
irom 5 p.m. within 4 rnijes, with min. order;':', 
OPEN Monday to Saturday 11 am - 9 pm 




First Class Meals - Fast Service
22S0 Beacon 658-1176
lElliESIlti
SURE it‘S SLOWl 







CONTACT BILL MOSHEB 
^ block BROS. REALTY LTD.
f-fy "The Best Sellers"
Res.656-Yl,17 - (24hrs.)
li:.:',-,
PENlNSULfl CHURCH DIRECTORY 'V'V' ■■
t isiioiis in ttiir; (iiiMKiiy .iM! p'uviflmi luni.nl ctiingn ui S;ismcti Pfninsulfi Cliurclmii ;i5.1 pulili ol the Siili'c-y^/..Ruviow (ihfrlthl. '
- ^ALLIANCE'
•SWiMv Aiiijncn Chinch -• r.islor MuiHMi<yri: r,fWiiiQiu(ii' SiJioni; !!i8i i.iiiiiHii w,iy,
ANGLICAN
fi5J-SS7?
:: -SI, Aiidi(w't'.>'-;tt(!i/;:o4Vi(ij'uiim;..::;(K:.':; i: : .65fi'7609.: ': 1.. 91,8^ '.JrilSi / iiifldijy ..i, tiii6-a3r?... "St, M4rv:i."v,i'.i,')‘l CuIUiI Avi,'.'.Sas'iiaiiwi ■ ■■. i,!,.■
: ..•SI,SI«phBn'tr-'ti()v'.4vjririiit4t':‘
d',': Sl:'j)lii|)hmt,'»IW, '' M,: ; :68J,431I. ':.B(lihlwoofl Palish Church-'Ml. A Wiliin W Sfa Dnvti Bii'niwiloilP.iv tiS?.386(1‘H(il»Ttlmiy„>;' niH’. li/hMii'ii,; MilisiW..iiiil W«!4S;i.iiii(:nr-!(l 'NoiirtS.wnicti firiI(-3??3, dBBWJ
BAPTIST
> ': ,.B»lhBlFlillusvshlp"* r',i',l(v Ml H,union , 69B-7368: ,??C9Mil'r.Hg SiiKIcy i , i , BSB'fitriJ !»(flanriship Baptist Church <■• t.islw (.'luiiKidtoW ftniv'sCitistHA / 477-8478 .,.Slgnpiill Mamiifial Ciiiirchw, Siiameti Rfl.;. niunlivmri [111(1 • I'iisiM V-NtiiciniorlV 65r-3376; .tlh Uht Cominuiiiiy Khiiith Uriv.,: (, A; l'lafioii,;ii;i03 Mil! Hay lligliw.iy ,.:v:66?-3B78::.
CATHOLIC ''







: ;:»nirie»hBlbHChurch,"':f’Jihit riiy|.,Spiviiy, MOOHainstfiiiyMn:" ' M:
::":'UJTHEnAN':\,':^','.',:;::
';::474-154S
.'. •PtactlulharsnCAiinh OBiinis.i, j'ooo Yvfiutr Avij. :■ : :
:■';TENTECOSTAL;"m,>'
'.(lltflipld ftoan Onipai CliipH — (in.. Ji»i l) Nnilicinn, SWjfiOiuiu'ia Mnad I'i’,A 0 C.l': < 478-6337' •aiilneiyPmiirieiiital'-' tmv.'VMn lisn.iiii!, iti3f,4Wr:(|nriiiinPii!sA,i iM.A tiC i , }'
PRESBYTERIAN
666-3713.
»5t, Awirsws,,”,ft!v,8rwiiuy lioiinPa.i.'itjir!: OcMriaitsfi'Duse'. .. . .■ . .. ; .666-3686 ,
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
■ ■ Miialiritiffirjinfti, r,«43(>in|r(il)>,Mriirlvn,l ' ' '. '' ^ .' 6«.4736 '
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST ,-.'V ■ ■■■'
Mastoi At.A: Aiwofiii '.lOaou (ir!!itMji',|ii'i (it, [jjmiyy ■ j,
THF CHURCH OF JtSUS CHHLST iAITFIt OAV SAINT*.
; BKii.7«T(i,Bs«-yr*s
livu yiiuriUM wi uina M, vnniii i * yrt i i cn uh i > Onin I u
f'lffitlL'h.ih/yV.iy , HiHbry ,' y:.^' V, ,, ' , .!' ' ;y ; ’ :.:,!:fi68'6B33 .
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
.. *%ll, i^Js'rM k uLy, !■ iw -1 f •»»J , , - IP'
,:.':;to<)o&.w«t[i,umtt>iw'.i:;:, M .•■.•bpii-tyaV'i".666.3313..'.-*111,pfliit's .:i. '666-1830?4!0Vai4;'yw'•■■('rV'KwiMfatl,.
■$!ii(!y Crritsi.r.'OiiiiM:,.'* Ml!;.,,', !i pd,!»:,■, .i.„.6fi6.S313'..,
' 477.7HJir,'"







Van Isle S/larina 
2320 Harliour Rd. 
Mon. :td Sat; 8 a^iri io 8 pnii 
Suh^9-8—65^6521
5* - iv- <1-* t,* j ’ '■‘‘v
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES 
Mon. to Fri, 9 am - 9 pm 
Sat. 9am-10pm Sun.9am-9pm
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
,U.:,
Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(closed for Lunch Tuesday)
Wednesday Srnorgasbor4 Dinner and 
The New Sunday Brunch 
Reservation 656-3541
Evening Dining from 5 p.m. 
(Closed Tuesdays)
iBrf ntlubbii 3 nn
OVERLOOKING
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
Broakfast, Lunch A Dlnnor Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30




iSPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD A STEAK*
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY 








Enjoy our 2ti-ltom Salad Bar 
: TAKE-OUT 0RDERS^ :l
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Beacon Avo. Sitirio
656.4822





OPEN DAILY Tues. thru Saturday 
11:30 a.m: - 7:30 p.m.





DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
PICK UP & TAKE OUT
2470 Oeacon 656-1812
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM for , 
Fine Canadian a Chlrioso Food 
:V:dlNE:IN OUR'TAKE^
812 Veritler Ave;, Sreithiiood B*y :
TWO Stores to servo you:
•Brentwood Bay 
Shopping Centro
West Saanich and Vordior
:'-,^^':;;':6S2-5612 ^ ^ .
SEA BREEZE CAFE
•t: ^:::r.977B:Y4ll>: St,,: SIdnny:'
FISH
BltEAKFAST -LUNCH ^ DINNER 
Open Daily 8:00 a.m: - 7:30 |>,rti,: 
Closed Sundayji Holidays- : :
Conpliti W« dot Seivici flSfilCZl
GOOD FORTUNE
RESTAURANT
ckimiMt'* wiiHiwit rm 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
i.::,:..,- M0N0Ay..TMU«Sl)Ar 4,1# pm' ■ 
ritiDAV* »»tuii»AY4.ii'pm: ■:
:i "i'SUHoay a-iopm"";:"; '■
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OFF :
9838> 3rdSi 8idniy : 656-5112
Third St. and Beacon Ave.
;656.9231;^L::::L:.::;4;':^^;::'^^^ 'V'l- ti
;sTCAK,'::nS^‘6:i^diiTtilusE.; 
; : Evening Dining In;
Fine .Mediterranoan Tradition
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The people of Saanich Peninsula are 
among the fortunate few North Americans 
who enjoy the unique beauty of Garry oak 
:4rees.,"", ■ ■ ' ' ■
These majestic giants, with deep grey 
bark and twisted branches, are found only 
along the west coast of North America 
from California to Vancouver Island. There 
are none on the west coast of Vancouver 
Island and they occur up the east coat only 
as far as Courtenay: / :
Garry oaks are also prominent in the 
Gulf Islands but on the mainland they grow 
•no further north than Bellingham, 
Washington, with the exception of two 
.isolated groves in the Fraser Canyon and on
jSumas’Mountain. /V'
It’s the Mediterranean-type climate of 
; yancpuyer Iyand’s east ebast; t hai al 1 ows; 
■these beautiful; frees to thrive. From mid-; 
June to mid-August this part of the Island 
. and the Gulf Islands receives the lowest 
rainfall in all of Canada.
. The-Vancouver Island Mountains, which 
form the backbone of the Island, and the 
jplympics;; in ;Washington,-Cprbtect dhe 
Peninsula, Puget Sound and eastern Vank’ 
couyer island from heavy west coast rains.
■ Hawaiian high pressure systems: off the 
fcoast during summer also have some effect 
on the dry climate.
abundantlydn Oregon’s 
Wilamette : Valley and in Canada they’re 
most plentiful on Saanich Peninsula and
the Gulf Islands. They are Canada’s only 
native oak on the west coast.
Although oak wood is valuable as a 
decorative material, there’s no significant 
commercial production of Garry oak in 
British Columbia. .
An interesting characteristic of Garry 
oaks is that they’re equally impressivewith 
or without leaves. When their lush green 
leaves return in early May they seem to 
stand out from other new spring growth. In 
October, when the leaves wither and fall, 
their stark, grey branches become a striking 
feature of the peninsula landscape.
It’s almost impossible to pass a big, nak­
ed Garry oak and ignore it. ?:
Bantail pigeons and crows are a common 
sight around Garry oak trees in September 
: and October when they produce acorns, a 
favorite food for these kids.
Garry oaks are found anywhere on the 
peninsula but some particularly stately ones 
.stand in front of the Maltwood Museum in 
Royal Oak, at Woodwyhn Farms ontWest 
Saanich Road north of Brentwood, ;ac’ross 
Mills Road from Holy Trinity Church at 
Patricia Bay, and in a large field on West 
■ Saanich j Road : between Towner ■ Park and 
Downey Roads.
y; If-ydu:look closely as you approach the 
field past. Towner Park you’ll see a rather 
:eferie-lqokin;^:dead;Garry;Qak; withrsireams 
of Spanish rnosslhanging from its branches
jhdtteTreeze;*
''j'. 3'"’".'; ... ..... .....™**”‘*"**"^__
BoccMrdat aimS-Tapos -
Two enterprising young ladies, 
Karen Smith and Helen Schuetze, 
got together almost a year ago and
Located al 2495 Beacon Avenue, 
just about the corner of 2nd Ave. 
and Beacon, Sidney Music is owned 
and operated by g^
Doug is a former regular army of- 
I'icer with service in Canada, 
Europe, the Far East and Africa 
and is currently engaged in ihe pro- 
. duction of military tattoos.
This background no doubt ac­
counts to some cxicnt for the 
iremendous selection of military 
records, indeed Doug claiim 'Mhc 
widest selection in Canada” and;; 
some of his window displays, along 
with armed forces memorabiliti, 
provide considerable nostalgia to a 
good many'residents of Sidney.
Needless to say, while there is this 
selection of militaria, Doug also 
carries all modern records and tapes 
to make his store a must I'oi music 
bul l’s of any tige, from the top 10 to 
ynostalgia, classical,; idus tna^
some of you
such ns Gcoi|;ge lAirmby (remember
; blriibS AT niir Its nlimhifn7) or our ; Gracie;;,F 
many others.
YouMl find the '.laff friendly, 
cheerful and ostremely helpful. 
Assistant Frieda Maas will order
tape theymay 
have in siocl^ at the 
lime you recjiicsi it,
The store is open every day of the 
week excepting Sundayi ffbm h:-'d 
a.m. to ,5 p.m, and you arc more 
than svcicomc to come in and 
browse, look around and have a 
friendly chat with the staff.
and expertise; to form Sidney’s 
latest florist shop.
Gcnlrally located in; the Drifl- 
\vood Centr
lights at 5th and Beacon,; Classic 
fflowersisabrightandchecrfid 
shop to visit. And it’s more than 
just a flower shop -- it tilso con- 
tains tropicai plants, cactus, hang­
ing baskets, fruit and flower 
arrangements made to order plus a
giftwarc ; selection ; along
display bl‘Avatercoloiirs Tor ;salc;^^^ 
local artists.
Karon and Helen also offer an in­
door landscaping service either for 
’ yoiir ncw honie or lo enhanccry 
present home or office. They prt)- 
vide a complete floral W'cdding ser­
vice and of; course can deliver botli 
Ipcally oi’ anywhere across Cfijihda^ t 
or World \yide.
So if ypti haven’t alreayj drop iri 
at the (Classic Flo’vycrs, examine the 
unique silk and dried arrangemeriti 
and A admire the local paintings,; 
Shop hoifrs arc: Ivlondaynt 
_;;Saiiirday,;;9;0.,m.;ToJV30..p,nT''''and;;;; 
remcnibcr; Avheelchair^^^^^ 
have plenty of room to mariocuver 
iuJhiS'Vtore,' rT
AND FRAME SHOP
Located at 2456 Beacon Avenue, 
right next to the Royal Bank, this 
intriguing book store is a must to 
;viMt wlienTy^^
You can tell a groat deal of effort 
and;;pi:idc,(has gone;into't 
lion of books by owners Anne 
i.owan and Carole Eyics — both of 
; who hi a re tiwa re h (vw i iri port a hi 11 is; 
.Tpr;;cliildrhn: ip;have;;b^ 
liycshflhci ivhic
selection you'll find on their
; W hat nuisl; su rcly be one qI'
; Sidney’s oldest estalhishcd rirnis, 
Island Furniturie Marl has been a 
fahiily; btisiitess Tb4 tu tlian 38 
Tycars and is owned aru^
Murray and Merlyn Christian.
;;;;.;.T;,Lbcatcd;'at''25j3;.Bcacoh"i^vchuci,';;;' 
; ;their ihoderh building 
of; d’lirniiuvc, ^appH^ 
sions, lamps, stereo cquiiunent; 
bedding, carpet, nntl much more. A 




; There;arc books for children of 
' all ages and adults will find many 
great CNPcrienccT on the shelves; 
lop. Anne and Carole take a great 
pleasure in helping yt’tt cjKiosc an 
appropriate book — as well, they 
; have rc£id every book in the store 
and like nothing better than talking
ypii jibbtit' them,
; Bcchtiisc they Specialize so much,
; they are able to do the job of fln- 
: ding and provldihg good books for 
children ilu)iqughiy.;f>pccial orders 
are.v..,vyeicomcd,,;:;,; as';k;are. ;I)rpwscrs 
(adult attd cliild) ;--they eycn have
;:;;a-;plawareayforTmaIler;,elii|^ 
UKrilier Ciuv brouAc at her 1^ 
and in peace.
Store hours arc 9 a.m, to 5 p.m. 
.Monday to S.Utud.ty ■ \nc loof
The friendly sales staff arc all 
local residenis -- Jim Ihrmhi; and 
G 0rd B10w w i t h we 11 k n 0w n Hill 
Farrell „and; CjI^ King ih Uie 
iraiispoftalion end of the business.
names arc one
v of ihc features ^ 
;';'TlCA.;Telcvisibnsr;;TbsldbhT 
; Kfoehlcf furnin!irh andlv/aterbcd 
.■';-$caly;and,,Sintmpns'piatlresscs;ackl 
;:;;;.up;iO' goodTf9ductS;~rgood„pH'ccs, 
~;'hxccl len I.'Ay rv,i cr nil d;.: sfi m e ;jd a y 
free delivery.
Looking for art supplies, picture 
framing or local art? Look no fur­
ther,; but go to the yiliage Gallery 
and; see; their, wide selection. They 
carry original local art, quality 
prints, professional and student 
quality art supplies and something 
just as important as; the picture 
itscl l‘, I he proper frame to enhance' 
' it. 'Tuekeel' avi'ay In 'an alcove’ isicle' 
;ihe;stbrc-;is;a jhcturcigallcfy,''dj':you:; 
are looking for a si'jccial picture, or; 
ju^ hkc artwork. ilusIs the place to
yTorwafd; to sccingA'oh''Sb;on!-;T';;'-
;';ttliure;'ahd;;lqqk;:UV;over,;<--^:;opeif;6; 
days a week,: Mbrtday to Sa 
9 a.m. to 6 n.m.
F.S. a recent fire n'C,xi door has 
resulted in soine smoke damage iX 
""'oiiV'jirehhses^'''™''see;i'hi'r''paper' for- 
'Oiir FIRE SALE AD.
Displaycil ihere are local artists, 
inehuling Frudence Walker, Joyce 
Mitchell and Ardeth Davis. Also 
(Irivp hy and see the enchanting 
animal sculpt tires of .bidith Gun; 
biowsers arc encouraged.
Meet llie osvnet/operators of the 
y;Tgallcry,;;;;Jb'aiik:;;aiid.;:-ludi;;A'1alcrby,;.f 
and also their friendly and eliocrlTil 
; suiff, Edith Rieljardson and iTelon 
McDougall,; all \viili tlie necessary 
experience 10 assist you ;iq your 
,I-; selection,
; The framing is handled personal­
ly by Mr,M‘derby,Ayhohasrccciv- 
;;'Td''m;:'ihorbuglt;;;trahting':;',ffom^^^^^^ 
qiialified; art ; cohSa’vaiiqh ,arid; 
Tcstoratibiv technician and wlio^^c^ 
provide an expert ktiqwlcdgc of the 
proper inateriaIs and techniques for 
friiminy difficiili aiid/qr impqrtant 
art.
So take a moment when you are 
; next in Sidney, come and brbvyse; 
througlt T'he Village Gallery, and if; 
you ’re a db'if • voiirselfef, have a 
;;;;;chni;;;Viih;;Thcj|’'ystaff'Tqr;|l1;Aoti'r; 
r/needs.;. JltcWiilage'Gallery;js;qpcn; 
;.,;.TticsdayT u.Saj a jyla y'.VAO 'ta;5 ■ p, m,.:
;' and ■; is. .doca led ,;.;on ;■,., S jd ncy’s main'' 
;;:.;sireef next ;|q tlie;bank;I>tMqnircaL,;
























ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Sidnoy Bargain Hotisn
:'?372.Bflacofi/''"^::^;: ':|5|;3621:;











■ i/'■',:'i; ':„,, BOOK STORES
Jumping Mouso Children's Books
245B Beacon Avo, B5G-3144
Sidnoy Nows & Books
244OB0acon Ave/ ::;:":::: ■ :::.; :656-2345:
CANDY STORES
Candy Man ;!
2456 Beacon Avo. :656^1333
OlVINO LESSONS It EQUIPMENT ^
RImpac Divers
;i’v;08ie‘:5th;Streot::^' >:;;;.;:-/--;':i":i'v\i,65G43i3:
FLORISTS UDIES WEAR rentals
Classic Flovrors Old Country Rentals
2391 Deacon Avo , ' , Avo. 656-3342 9773 • 5th SI, 656-5541
[i-idwoo'l Onilro 656-0411 Folltila's Boutiqiio , ' ' 1 ' ' '' 7 , i-
FRAMING & SUPPLIES 2451 Beacon Avo, 656-3735 SHOE STORE ^ ,
Thn Vlllann Qallorv Spponors Ladles Wear 61)2-5612
,^|5G-9231::;'
Tho Island Shoo Place
2459 Beacon Ave, 656-3633
,. < 1,193 Vo((liu( Avo,
Boacon Avo,
2385 Boacon Avo, 656-5822
::^’'/V:VFUnNITURE*&'APPLiAMCES^:‘
Island Fiirnlluro Marl 7
::;;/'';"2513'Beacon;Avo,f:':7;::''' /'■;^>,;656‘3724'',
MUSIC A RECORDS
2405 Boacon Avo ''656-4818,7"7'';'";
»aiEKcU Kquipmr,N| & service
Sound Eloktron Systoms
7174A West Saanich Rd, 652-5755
GIFT,SHOPS.iV'^V'v. 1,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TELEVISION SALES A service ‘ ■■■i;,; :::v,
2497 Beacon'Avo., ■ ■/,, 65'6'2412 ;; Lann Copeland Music Cohtro ArchoTWolsnor TsV. Sdrvico
97G4 5lhSt. ^:656-5ii4;:;',7;;':'^^,;Sidney News & Books : V'7174 W. Saanich Rd, v : ' 652-4512 , 7
^2440 BfiacoivAvR:^v'V'’ "i/ 656-2345', ■,:':v''":
HAIRDRESSERS''^:;;>
Master Scissors
,"''';.;':v,'!9843 ?n(I Si;;‘Marina Com "';'^'v'".''B6B-'232rV^v,,:';v
NEWSPAPER
II sidnoy RevloW:
9831 Ihircl St :666-'ll5l''.7'',;;:;7,,i
TOYS
''7 ‘2436 Beacon 6567411
HARI)WARE-VV.:';:;,.',''iV':''^ii::,S^',,'- PETS'and SUPPLIES';ir ';f::;:TfiiAva'agencies::;;'';;
24l1,Ouiu,uii Avu, ;,^',';;;o56;27i'2;
Aqufttiol Pot Shop ^
;;; B'CacnhPlaza,'Mair;';;; ;'656'33t4,,:':;';';'"^
Utminn Travol
: ■'24B8 Rhacnn"^"' '■ "■ '''7; --'"V' '''656-0138'‘""'""'7
KITCHENWARE ; 1 PHOTOQRAPHV jL SUPPLIES
Wilcirs KiU'ticn raul's tiouic ftf Porhallc i Sidney riicpbec Ctiop
.:ii' ■ /-7- ,.i7i,';v7.i7.i :.-7,
2389 Beacon Avo 2420 Boat,on Ave 656 4245
''■/''••:',7777^',v/:v';!
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9786 • 2nd Street 656-7535
AU. OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA .
1 WHOLE OR HALF FRESH ENGLISH 8I SPRING LAMB BANGERS 11 CUTS WRAPPED
1 *2.59 lb. *5.70hg ^1.89 lb. *4.16 kg 1
LAMBKiDNEYS I






' ''.rv:'! -' r'
'f, :
r'5:.s:'V''^cv
in the season of
a 0 Ar
joy must be shared. Let us provide the
y y;M
such a time of trial must be faced. We handle 
Everything, we pay attention to every detail.
'■'■y
: r YOUR COMMUNITY CHAPEL
656-2932 ® 388-5155 ^ ^
By Bob Humphreys 
When the opportunity arose, 
B.C, cashed in on a demand for 
herring roe (eggs)! Today, the roe 
herring fishery is one of the most 
lucrative fisheries on the B.C. 
coast, with the landed value of 
the 1982 catch reaching ap­
proximately $30 million.
B.C.’s herring roe is exported 
mainly to Japan, where roe is 
considered a delicacy. A shortage 
of herring in other parts of the 
world in 1971 opened up the 
market for B.C.
In the province’s volatile roe 
herring fishery, 250 large purse 
seine vessels and 1 ^300 small gill- 
net skiffs compete each year for a 
share of the catch during the 
crucial five-week period. During 
this period only, the fish are 
“ripe” for the roe market.
Management strategies 
recently implemented by the 
department of fisheries and
Herring fleet sets off for fishing grounds.
.y.
oceans (DFO) have virtually rush” Vancouver island, and the Strait fisheries.
atmosphere that prevailed in of Georgia. This strategy was This enables fishermen and
earlier years of the roe fishery. introduced last year for more fish processors to plan their
Then, fishing was not limited to efficient administration within activities for the upcoming
designated areas or time periods, the fishery. fishing season,
and vessels'jockeyed for the best Each roe herring licence now is Fishery officers are then faced 
spots on ^ congested fishing permitted to fish in_only one of with the awesome task of con-
grounds.^ three areas. This regulation trolling the roe fishery in their
A good spot could result m a helps reduce the congestion of areas, with optimum spawning
small fortune, while a poor one fishing vessels and gear in each of escapement as the main priority
could result in missing : out th^ areas, yet allows for a safe The seine and gillnet fleets are
y, , — , ^ then permitted to take the
remainder in the proportions
prices were at their peak, a single tatives develop guidelines each given in the guidelines
seine set may have had a catch year for! the various herring Anticioated catchec ar?
i ^Mlth a landed i^lue of morethan fis^
$l.^milhon., Tw^ tesed on the total allowable catch and catch limits may be revised
skiffs often took $20,000, worth (determined biologically), the accordingly
, offish - practical limitations: of con-- : If there.'are enough fish to
Understandably, there was a trolling exploitation of limited warrant a fisherv ' thp fipld
t fran^^ovement of vessel^rom fish^stocks by the large fleet, the,
one fishing ^oun^^^ ; need to maintain quality :by : fish are^^
be in the right place at the right proper handling and speedytN^^^: ^ fishery. Gpenihg tod soom
■ timp V^acc/iic FA coo ir» r\?-/'\/^occinr» rr^-1 a-1 .L. '̂ . . , ^ i -
V.
:: rf:!;.-e®CKATBELS"'^^
COMPLETE WITH HAGEN CAGE & AC- 





a, 2317 Beacon Ave., .; ^ ‘ * * ; ; opening loo soon
—J time Vessels put to sea in processing, and world market ' results in too much immature
weather thev would normallv^ ? conditions. ^ reduction in they y m roe, ana a arastic 
avoid. S^ners risked collisions in DFO is obligated by regulation value of the catch. OheningStdo 
settingiit^ir nets,|Gillnets the catch to each intting the ts. ill were to distribute jate results  laree numW.! of
--------------------^^--------- --------------------------------------- ------------------ —T close together they often gear type, so anticipated catches spawneiout fish
crossed one another and became are established for each gear type Over the past decade, B.C’s 
. • m each fishing area on this basis. roe herring fishery has turned in a
I
To alleviate this problem, DFO Guidelines are then published for tidy profit. The catch has risen
divided the west coast roe fishery industry, listing anticipated from an initial 11,000 tons in
into three management areas: catches and the regulations to be 1971 to a peak of 87,000 tons in
fHern R tHp u/pct r*niact r^f l?nfnrrpH fn rnhfrr»l fKp rv-n/r .^rr^t.-yYt^tYfnorthern B.C., the west coast of enforced to control the various 1976. The landed value of the
—--------------- --- reached $182.3 million in
Wv





':IYY All; Breed bog Grobrning 
Professional Clipping 
Bathirig and Gfoqming 
Personality Jrims
Ear Cleaning
(Adjoining the Aquatle! Pet Shop)
1979. The J982 catch of ap­
proximately 30,000 tons had a 
landed vlaue of $30 million.
/ Sound management of 'this 
multimillion dollar fishery would 
help ensure its continued success.
Bob Humphreys is acting head, 
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NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, connect an ap­
pliance or add another light in one of the rooms or basement. 
Qualified Journeyman Elelctrician. Licensed and living in your area 
can provide prompt and efficient service,
No Job Too SmafB
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction.
Jim LeNlarquand 652-4S0i
'.S' 'X'. ‘ ; . ■'V
The Demons were wiped out in play with The “/I ”,y at Rom 
Knott Park in Brentwood. John Begg Photo
fill! to hold
Saanich Butler Bros, senior 
women hosted} the fifth annual ■ . 
Canadian Indian AVdmeh’s ; 
S o f t b a 11 C h a m p i o n s h i p 1 a s t 
weekend and lost out to the 
Mohawks from Ontario;
The vyomen were} last yeai^’s } 
Canadian chanipions, winningan 
}Nanaiirio . in 1981 v ,} The; tea.m 
placed second in; 1980 hational}
;championships in Ontario.
The games took place July 30,
31 and Aug. 1 and 2 at Hyacinth 
Park, off Interurban, with teams 
from Ontario, Manitoba and 
Alberta.
Women taking part from tiie 
four reserves on the peninsula 
and Songhees and Esquimau, 
included Gina Olsen, Ina 
Underwood, Pam Black, Diana 
Henry, Laurine Daniels, 
Josephine Dick, Esther 
Shackelly, Anita Kruger, Lisa 
Underwood,; Sabrina;; ; Black, ■ 
Vicky Black, Bea Henry, Peanha ; 
Daniels, Sylvia Joseph and Shari 
Jacobs.
Coaches are purtis Olsen and 
Curtis Henry, manageporganizcr 
is Charles ElliottJ
Opening ceremonies July 31 
were attended by ' Norm 
Willaims, Pauquachin; Lou 
Claxton, Tsawout; David Bill, 
I’seycii m; Tho mas Sii m p.so n, 
Tsartlip;}John Albany, Songhees 
and Andy Thomas, Eisciiiiinalt.
^’ACCOMODATIONW}}}
*fUTZ INTERNATIONAL 
• isf CLASS TICKETS 
•FERRY TOLLS 
•TRANSPORTAflON 






2:15 p.m. SAT. 
RETURNS: L^} }L 
Noon Sunday Ferry
JJCKETS:


















NECKS & BACKS.. >b.28
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WINTER SPECIAL BEGINS NOVt 1 si
^‘CALirHBPROFESmNALS^'
|;}-:}:'}^};:;:"M0HARCH'"";'-^';}}" SQUIRREL : ROBIN HOOD : } KRAFT
DINNER
:y':'■■;:■■'"■":■ ■:}.:"MILR0;';}L"":'':.};■:;■ WELCH'S 1
I MARGARINE PEANUT MILK POWDER PRUNE 1
BUHER1.5 kg; -'■■} '"'do'kg'■■■"■■■"-'■'■■■' NECTAR I40 oz. 1.14L 1




















CORN ON THE COB
HONEYOEW } -^^
lELOK.......














































: CLEANER :'6S0 wt},;:r,''r'.|i y)}. ;1', d'i.
WOODRICH FURNITURE
■ POLISH ;250 inL ,rv .vly. >
dOHNSOrS-'}-
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On July 29, eight ladies from 
Cowichan Golf and Country 
Club played an inter-club 
competition with a team from 
Ardmore Golf Club. Ardmore 
won by two points.
Helen Hutton had the low net
on the Cowichan team, with Ruth 
Aldersley second.
For Ardmore Mildred Tupper 
had the low net, Dorothy Dunlop 
second.
A return match will be played 
at Cowichan on Sept. 1.
Leading trainer, tep driver UmU FRlIflll
ByJIMTANG
There have been two major disappointments but Joe Hudon is 
having quite a time of it at Sandown Raceway this year.
The transplanted Manitoban, who chose to campaign in 
California last summer, is co-owner of the most successful stable, 
the leading trainer and the top driver — and it’s not close 
anywhere...'^;;:/''':;
In charge of the best stable to race at Sandown, Hudon has 
dominated the fifth annual harness-racing meet from opening day, 
when he entered five horses and got all of them on the board \vith 
two victories, two place finishes and the show share of the purse in 
thefeaturerace. -
There were 16. victories for the Hudon Stables in the first eight 
days, and there has been a steady adding up since. After 47 days, 
which includes Monday’s racing, 19 of the 22 horses started by 
Hudon Stables had won at least one race and all had picked up 
pursemoney.
Only Prospero, sidelined after two starts in the first nine days; 
Merrill Leritsch, a two-year-old colt which has second in its only 
start, and Bubbly, a three-year-old filly which made its debut at 
Sandown, have failed to make it to the winners’ circle.






the pot 34 times. Only once in the 47 clays, on June 29 when 
Commando Jove, the only Hudon standard-bearer that day, tired 
Kin the late going and finished last, did Hudon Stables fail to get 
some purse money.
it now totals more than $82,000, more than $12,000 of it con­
tributed by Armstead Rip, a five-year-old gelding with almost 
$100,000 in career earnings. V
Keith Linton, who had to have part of a kneecap removed after a 
July 27 spill, is second among trainers, with 25 wins, and the
considerable catch-driving and went to the 
post 246 times in the first 470 races, has made 81 appearances in the 
winners’ circle, and with 43 place and 32 show finishes for a 
Universal Drivers Rating System percentage of .470, must be: iri 
strong contention for a third Canadian and a second North 
American driving championship.
There haven’t been many disappointments in what is already Joe
there is the possibility that the failures of 
Vancleve Almahurst and Bubbly, the royally-bred three-year-olds 
which were expensive acquisitions two years ago, may be only 
temporary setbacks.
Vancleve Almahurst took the edge off a nine-win unbeaten
We’ve made some absurb buys and we’ve got some 
insane prices! In fact, everything about this sale is 
laughable except you, the customer, because with these 
preposterous prices, you’ll save like crazy (crazy like a
-
fox, that is!) This event will go on until August 6 or vyhile 
our attention span lasts . . . whichever is longer! Prices in] 
effect til! then or while stocks last.
K^.  ̂ .
............. ....................... :.i
li'1$
Ail sheets are 4' x8' unless they are a different size!
K'-P".-saju® 'V
J,CIK|
■ ■ ■ ... -By
• . -‘ -SB
'S il
- ’ Summer Series last Saturday.'
But the $42,000 Meadow Skipper colt worked a mile in under
m
chance to make amends in the-rich Christie Memorial Stake on
Bubbly, a roan filly by Adbaiross and understandably expected to 
, be a stable star, has so far shown little speed or stamina with only 
one place and four shov/ finishes, and no time better than 2:05 3/5, 
in 12 starts.




Sfop grads i rbugh sawri 
cedar (aced^ .looks litte 
iS/a":: boards\but; gb(«'up:












the chance, and a good one it is, that Hudon Stables could get its 
returns from motherhood.
If it has been a good meet for Hudon Stables, it has been a great 
one for Sandown Raceway. Early, if unexpressed, fears that 
economic conditions might be reflected in mutuel totals have been
Rnciripce Knc Kf*pni bnnmino nftpr a <5lnw ctnrt.
The 1981 meet average of $161,515 has been; surpassed for 23 
consecutive days, the July average (for 18 days) was $193,280 and 
the average for the last 11 days is more than $200,000. The meet 
average, now almost $177,000, is an increase of almost 10 per cent 
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; tako delivery JoIVi 1 through August ' Includod, Soo iTs soon lor : ■
31,1982, and W0con helpurrangor::'';!;; 
linancing through Ford Credit ClilOiJjtt lH TBwlS >i
Canada, Ud. (or quolHled buyers tor; / THAT SUIT YOU BE8Tr; 
up to one full year at a lov/ 9%%, VVo can help arrange a choice ol fivo 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE, The linancing plans for qimlKlod buyers 
offer also covera Ford Implomonis: through Ford Credit Canada, all with
purchased with your new Ford i : very attractive ratos, ;
iMggfi ol a typical (inancB transnction. not nBCftssatliy lor a parilciilar Ford tractor: :
ANNUAL PERCENTAOE RATE
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DUCAN ., ; THE LASTING SUNDECK 
COATING. THIS IS IT . .; THE ONE
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610 ALPHA STREET, VICTORIA, B.C,
TELCrilONE 304-0^41
I,
K'.I t!.5*> fi'j"/';/')! 'I :
OVWSO STORES IN WESTiliTCANADA AND THE U*S.
' ■/ nV 1 r ' 1’ '*'11
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CENTRAL SAANICH 
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Serving Brentwood Bay, Saanichton, Keating & Cordova Bay
yVE ENTEPTASNE^ENT NSGHTLY 
En the Lounge 6564176
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Dan Kroffat refereed wrestling match he should have fought 
with former world champion Gene Kiniski. Bad back kept 
him, out of ring.
■'^ifclS'
V
. . . . y<:
V''"« .
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It .was the big event ibf the three-day: fun test at
be too artsy or genteelAor the rough and ready ert of : :: 
wrestling proved false. "Finish him off”, "step on his 
face”, "break his neck” and “give him a headache” are
Gene Kiniski and Eric Frohlich. Event was so popular, 
Central Saanich Lions will likely set it up again next year.
, ^ ,.^.v ^ 1, *-1 » i. i '•'rr
Erik Froelichy W at last minute,
signs autographs.
•si^\y
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Brentwood Bay's Dan Kforfftt 
suffered a rccurrancc of a back 
Injury which' prevented him
have bperi asked fa repeat it next 
yc»f^ perhaps with an extended 
cjfrd with two. or jnorc bouts.
'sacrificing” his body to former : And he pointed ouf : neither 
world champitan Wresilei: Gene Kiniski or Frohlich charged for
Kiniski >-T but substitute Eric 
Frohlich from yancouver turned 
lip and the two pinyed to a 
yelling, bloodthiisty crowd, 
Monday at Centennial Park 
during Central Saanich Days.
their appearances.
confident the money could be 
made up witlv other * revenues 
from the ihrcc-day annual event 
which was estimated to have 
drawn a crowd of 18,000
prontof$17,000. Nanaimo area. Qyefall winners 
The cvcr-popular beer garden were Ian McDonald and Chris 
did excellent trade, and food Coley winning $150; Edna Price
concessions were, always busy, and Al Hudson ftvCrc second, 
especially on Monday prior to the Avihnlng $75, and Joanne Laursen
'•ft-ft 4
Contributions were started off ; w thatch rwAhat’s 'vhen atid Heath Hagan third witlt a Hone
The wrestling match — an idea 
from Dan Kroffat to raise money
by Central Saanich vdiuntcer P^^P'f 4 *4 $50 pfiyie.
firefighters who gave $500, They Fiyo couples each wpn $20 and
:,sRiAial ^^,plns. .,;wciu:.,uvyarded,: j,p.,:h:
a large goose bn a leash. 4 4 
In the crayon drawing contest 
in which youngsters were asked 
to dcpick whatSaanich 
Days meant to them, Shannon 
Hope, 10, was first with his 
drawing of a disabled person i»i a 
wheelchair with a hospital Jn ihe, w 
background, l lonaiable racntion
cmntjmv^ ^ions half Dorccn Drayton and Shirley " went lb Jonathon Aitkent 3; w
' - ’ panies all of whom submitted ever handled a barls contest and McCpughcy. drew a fish pondiiuBv-wuiuii i3uwMiw;ii MOtibi.ni ^.r. ^ ^ iuc i u u: ftvic^augncy.^ft^^:^^^^ I
rhe 5!»venr'Old 2b5-pOiind - f‘ ' IF' l not . rltequM nf $50 or moreft (A H<t the first time it linff been pinyed ' In the pet pnrrtHey Snrab nud
5t flvedllicll Kiniski won on two 4 'VA'iy coniributtpns as -k« „,lbl5eWiw^ ««V» iue»t/V oiUttde ttie snld: tuu J*hxtoh‘ DoSVriJird took tnn Mriye
; ft'.-,I,-.
ft fool i n h i i i  A” utsi , h spokesman ai , hut Pa t n wnar op p iz The 24-ieam baseball tour*
falls- ^!-Aul'^r^t hions won’t know for a few it was a great success, with 12 iu the caged animal section yfith nament drew big audiences over
spokesman for ft^ coiicutu day.v how much they made but a boards oh the go, .'2 leants tbeii pci guinea pig while Derek ihe three d.ay.s and was wc
” ■ A'A4.:4". C' ^'bugli''Astutiatc/puts,:4the.4 gioiss::::":.playing AncludingftpIaAt^,4 jtPhf .7: .GaH'Ao'if, the pria;c,4 fof: Uic.4hcst:44;:“44:CubbOns,:''who4bcat4:;Dccp4'
But the spokesman 4 was figure at $34,000 with a likely hirw animal— Derek's entry was Plumbing 12!*t l in the finals
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The question that is ' most 
frequently asked in my office is: 
“what are the main reasons 
people seek separation or 
divorce”. The question appears 
simple enough and yet so is the 
answer — money, sex, 
philosophy.
Either too much or not enough 
of one of the above over a long 
enough period of time and the 
couple, or at least one of them, is 
looking for a way out of the
And if people learned to ef­
fectively communicate between 
each other without feeling they 
had to WIN the discussion I feel 
certain that the divorce rate 
would dramatically drop. 
Possibly the marriage rate as 
well.
Very often the reasons that 
lead us into a relationship in the 
first place are the very ones 
responsible for its demise. Just 
possibly arranged marriages — as
relationship. in the past-—although repugnant
What is so disheartening about to today’s young adults, were in 
the whole question and answer is fact based on more pragmatic 
that the answer and solution may and stable grounds than the ones
be quite simple if ones pride and when free choice to the in-
vanity did not get in the way. dividuals is permitted.
The payment of a dowery is should be an essential and in-
maybe another custom that tegral part of any relationship,
should be revived but rather than But all too often the hedonistic 
being payed by the family should desires of the individual get in the
be payed to each other’s family way of the efforts or needs of the
for the effort that went into combined family or couple,
maintaining and training of the 
youth.
It would certainly make people Do you have a problem, are you 
think twice about getting married concerned with the slate of your mar-
if they had to pay for each other. '"lage, the behaviour of your
Though the answers are children? Do you need help? George
simplistic, the solutions are not Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in
but honest communication, being Central Saanich. As a comnunity
aware of ones own feelings and ^^'"'4ce, he invites letters from con- 
having. resoect for another cerned readers. Replies will he given
through lus regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The
, , , . Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, A
evaluation ot the relationship Sidney, P.O. Bo.x 2070, V8L 3S5. \
having respect for another 
person’s feelings certainly helps. 
Constant evaluation and re-
«Twin Super GX Heads 
•2-mcitor direct drive system : 
^ ::*Auto tape selector" - 
CA>D,C. arnplifier: /
: ®lntro-scan ; ^
•Memory auto play ; ■
•Dolby B -f C NR / : j 
: v, • FL'display: system'm;
1¥e s©fy/c© a/fmalres & models of stereo components, 
: reel to t^elf ^^r^stereo^^iurntablesy -f -
At Centennial Park during Central Saanich, Day’s, above youngsters enjoy treat on hayride wagon, 
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Quality car &Truck In Canada: ; 
•ffl Gas Savers
; A’ ‘ lowest 'repair average' car ;
'Oh'what .aToeling''v:carVv;:^';^^^^^^^
Two local police forces — 
Sidney RCM P and Central 
Saanich police --r were com- 
incivdcd Friday by former North 
, Saanich mayor Eric Shervvood,
; from sleep July 24 at 2:30 a.m.
' and hcttrd iiqjscs that; spiinded 
like a break-in coming from the 
; directibir of Giirion's G on
IHusi Saanich Road, just behind 
I he Slicrwood home'at;' 19678
‘■•'r-V;.
624 FRANCES - VICTORIA - 386-3516
CALtTODAf
656-5245
A good quality 
[exterior paint.
MILANO Patio SET
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. Sherwood phoned the RCMP 
;[[;’an(t; ;siii'yy[i \vp[:' pbl ice,'..'cars:were[;[
[;; n atT An cl 0 n e ni i h u i c later t li cy ! 
[ ' were jo 
';';;'pblicecar.
“li made me foci safe,”;
:Slicrwbbd';'saysjy/i''t:
Lightning strikes
2328 HirbOur Roid 
Sidney. B.C.
^ in Central Saanich
[ wore liit twice by lightning last 
; Friday evening —* 0 private 
residence at 665^ Welch Road 
and a power transformer on * 
[ M were no
injuries in either strike andy 
damage; IQ ihc residence wak : 
r':':.minimal.''r '
[ An elcctriehl storm' Which 
moved tip from Washington 
St til e was also responsible for 
power failures in North and, 
Central Saanicli. Al the height of 
the sionn I raffle bjickcd tip in Pat 
n.iy n'igliu.i,Y',>t hoiitiluMiiid lunc 
tor one hour, due to a three-car 
accident near Keating Cross 
Road which resulted ill minor 
injuries to five pebplir ; t; ;
if'"
....... s. , ......n -;A'
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By HELEN LANG
By HELEN LANG 
This has been a horrendous 
week for your humble garden 
lady. “Himself” had a total hip 
replacement last Thursday, and 
now, one week later, he’s coming 
home. Frankly I think this' is a 
little ambitious, and admit to 
being somewhat concerned about 
the care he is going to need over 
the next while. I am neither as 
strong, as well trained, nor any 
where nearly as pretty as his 
nurses, but I suppose the hospital 
needed the bed.
ones are right by the front door, 
the ones out the back which get 
more sunshine aren’t nearly as
bad. I am going to take the shears 
and cut the longest, skinniest, 
most fragile ones right back to a 
leaf node about five inches above 
the soil, give the whole lot a good 
feeding of 20-20-20, and hope for 
the best.
I’d like to give you a wonderful 
recipe for zuccini pickles (I don’t 
think you got it last year, forgive 
me, please, if you did). Hazel, my 
over-the-fence friend is 
responsible for this recipe.
7 pounds (about twenty-four) 
medium zuccini, 1/4 cup 
granulated pickling salt, 3 cups 
sugar, 3 cups vinegar, 1/3 cup 
mustard seed, 4 teaspoons celery 
seed, 1 tablespoon curry powder.
Cut zuccini into three-inch 
sticks about a quarter inch in 
diameter, or in quarter-inch
slices. Sprinkle with salt and add 
cold water to cover. Let stand 
three hours then drain and rinse 
with cold water. In large pan 
combine sugar, vinegar, mustard 
seed, celery seed and curry and 
bring to the boil.
Now add the zuccini, and heat 
through without boiling for 
about five minutes. Pack zuccini 
in clean hot pint jars and adjust 
lids according to package 
directions. Process just five 
minutes, starting to count the 
minutes when the water comes to 
aboil.
Serve chilled, and use a large 
bowl because people eat these 
pickles as though they were 
candy. You can use either the 
green or the gold zuccini ... the 
gold just looks prettier .
The pluses are that it will be 
wonderful to have him back, the j 
food is better here, the bed 
considerably softer, and he has 
offered to string the beans!
For thefejsf. time I am growing 
those beautiful bush beans‘aptly 
called Royalty . . . they are a 
dark purpl<i colour, but turn a 
bright gfeCh when cooked. Most ' ; 
attractive. I wonder how many qP
you shared a ihost peculiar ex­
perience with your bush beans
this year? Four different people 
livirlg quite a distance apart 
found that their bush beans, both 
the vvax and the regular green 
ones normally about a foot tall, 
this year are more than two feet i 
and have put out runners which / 
/■' required:stakirig:\.^:':>'
/Naturally 1 planted the beans ; 
in front of tHe tomatoes, feeling I 
so clever that one would not . 
shade the " other. Ha! The 
tomatoes are now fighting for 
what sun the>?^can get behind a 
iSscfeeUof stakes and bean-stalks.
Another strange thing has 
happened. Corn is com.in^p all 
over the place, in the rose bed, 
amongst the petunias, in the 
npiddle of the strawberry patch, 
and to make it even worse we / 
seem- to. have more varieties of 
o^her grains growing than a farm 
;6h the prairies; and theyi too, are 
everywhere.
I’m all in favour /bf mixed 
/farming, but this is ridiculous. 
The light finally dawned — it was 
a fine planting of the more 
digestablc grains we had fed the 
birds over the winter, passed 
lightly through the bird, and 
deposited, together with its own 
; manure, wherever and whenever 
the birds took a notion. / ^ 
This gardening business is full 
/ of small mysteries, but this winter 
we will feedfthe birds “chick 
scratch” which is composed of 
broken bits of cereals which of 
course vyon’t sprout.
; Still; if you have Hubbard 
squashes swelling on the vines in 
; the vegetable garden it’s .good 
“idea to lift therh carefully and 
each on an inverted small pot. 
This keeps them up off the damp 
ground and away from prqwljng 
predators.
This hasn’t been the best year 
fbr petun has it? I have seen 
some very sad looking efforts in 
other people’i gardens, but none 
any more pathetic than the ones 
, in ouirs; Unfortunately; the worst
.3;
/)/-//
The Silver Threads centre at 
10030 Resthaven i;>rive, Sidney,
, is open 9 tt.m. - 4 p,m. weekdays, 
7 - 9 p.m. evenings and 2- 4 p.rri. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, cards, Ubrary, 
billiards, wide variety craft 
classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips and more.: If you 
arc 60 of better Silver threads 
would like to hear from you. Call
656-5537.:
Conning events Atig.16—- 
.,:;;:/-ieglstrailoriweek;for classes.;;




















Natural Ingredients f:;; : 
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four suppliers of quality B,C: Produce 
BERRSES, OKANAGAN FRUIT, 
LOCAL GARDEN FRESH VEGETABLES
Featismd this week: 
BLUEBERRIES and 
PICKLING CUKES with 
FRESH DILL. ^
and seejUS 'at ;;'";'; ; ■■■
2i30 Keiating X Road. 
SaaRlch Fniit Growers
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
DRop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on s e 1 f - i m p r o V e m e n t, s e 1 f- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114:
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
You can help, the Salvation
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast- 
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
— canned beans, fruit, 
v e g e t a b e 1 s, ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Glubhouse 
operation hours are 6 - 10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon. ^ ^
The summer program is 
currently underway and includes 
such activities as fishing, cam-
'i g
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5363 Pat E^y Hwy. estate. ||| “JesuS; Christ is Lord” IE
M liks to see, is cure and
c^snge. But what we do not see 
to see is cafe, the participation in the pai^n 
solidarity in; suffering -;the sharihg^^^^ i^ 
pefience of brokenness. And sh^ 




,f ill — Euripides,
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We live in a time when we are surrounded with 
suffering, injustice, corruption and paramount 
problems; At 'fhe same time innumerable 
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5506 Oldlicid Rd
Tho Rov. D. Mollns, S.S.C. ramtlyHour |;i|
philcscphies tc lead us frem cur bendage and in-
tc the premised land. Semething quite cemmen
ameng these leaders is a willingness tc give
rainswefs ibut thep
fiGipatiqn in the pain vyrdupf in tha^^w
cf the scluticns.
J esu s G h r i St s h ovved a d if fere n t vvay; H e came,; 
not tc tal^ our pain^ bu 
■ sUperstarf but to be huiTian iand exp^ 
weakness.4 H knewfpoferty, in]ustice, suffer-: 
ing, violence and death . Neyen^^^^^ 
will; be such a saviour! l-lis axahi^ 
way for all who would follov\/4Him:;ahd:the only 
way;to really effect the ills 
disciple of Christ cannot ;avoid involvement in 
some 4 ivory; tovverof^^^
must do more than offer a cure.; We must^ c^
We must tear down the walls that separate u
from those that fhuft and; identify^^^^^^^w
Ghrist still does.
ping, swimming, hiking,, beach 
parties and more, throughout the 
next few months.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PC A office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
The Victoria R.E.A.D. Society 
summer school offers reading, 
spelling and math at locations in 
Sidney Aug. 3 - 23. Call 388-7225 
for more information. Monday 
to Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
ollices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
lilms, slides, discussions and 
exerci.ses. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Tom Thumb Safety Village is 
holding open classes in junior 
traffic training for children aged 
four to eight years. This free, 
hour-long program will take 
place Monday-Friday at the 
Safety Council, 1767 Island 
Highway, starling at 10 a.m. 
through 2 p.m. For more in­
formation call 478-9584.
White Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 9775 - 2nd Street, Sidney, and 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay.
The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club invites 
you to a dessert party 7-9 p.m. 
Aug. 9 at Margaret Vaughan- 
Birch Hall, 9697-4th Street, 
Sidney. Special feature —- sew 
your own fashion show, Liz 
Policy. Music by Debbie Powers. 
For reservations call Sue at 652- 
4039 by Aug. 4.
,44; ,::University4:,4of.;::;Victoria 4‘:ex- 
tension calendar of fall courses 
now available at most libraries, 
recreation centres and book 
:stores or at ,U Vic office. Gall 721- 
8451 foi'j more information.
4 Metered;underground parking.
Th e V ancouver Islantl 
; Ye geta ri an ; A ssd ciatio n pi ans a 
:i vegetafian:potltJck;picnic‘st£irtihg: 
12:30 p.m. Aug. 8. All welcome. 
Please bring food to share, also 
plates, cups and utensils. For 
more information call 656-6583.
Meet new' friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday starting 
Sept. 8. Spares’ll Pairs Square 
Dance Club. Call 652-5524.
Zen Shiatsu is the subject of a 
two-day beginner workshop 
offered 6:30 - 9 p.m. Aug. 11 and 
12 at Victoria YM-YWCA, 880 
Courtney Sll44The workshop will / 
focus on the technique of using/ 
finger and hand pressure along ; 
; defined path ways, of the body for44 
relaxation// and 4to help 4 aid 
4 conditoins such 4 as backache, 
shoulder i tensiqni 4 headaches,; 
latigue : and" symptonis of im- 
/ balance; Cost for,Y merriber is 
S25, non-members, $30, couples, 
$55. R:egister at the Y or call 386- 
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Fridge, stove, dishwasher, fireplace, 
drapes. Adults only, no pels. 
References and lease required. 1 & 2 
bedroom units, 475-575 per month. 
656-4066. (?06'32i
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available




Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
CALL MICHAEL TUBS at 656-3460 for 
your carpentry repairs, renovations, 
basement finishing, hourly rate or 
contract. No job too small. J123-33
YOUNG MAN, 15, willing to do odd jobs. 
Mowing, painting, minding animals, yard 
and basement cleanups. 656-0431 218-
3r ■ ■■.
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
p.m, tf
TRAILER & CAMPER STORAGE space 
near Swartz Bay Ferry. Phone 656-5633 
194-3 2
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income. We have full/part-time 
openings. Call 112-294-1512 or write 
House of Fuller, 3677 Hoskins road. 









Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
INFLATION FIGHTER!
A cozy, modern, 2 bedroom cottage 
with double glazing and fireplace, on­
ly 1 block from Beacon Ave. Ideal 
retirement or starter. Needs some 




Spacious 4 bedrobm, 3 bath home in 
quiet area near .mariha.. Sundeck, 
famjly : room,/; tuir; baserhent and 
■garage: Some sea: view. Well priced:
::Tvyo storey : with / rancher:: style-en-: 
trance on large 1/3 acre lot, two 
bedrooms with a extra in basement, 
builtrin appliances, hardwood floors, 





Desireabie 2: bedroom condominium 
that is spacious; good water views: 
:c6yered;parking;-^lassed-in’balcony;;, 
reasonable monthly assessment that . 





GARAGE FOR RENT. 13'xl7’, insulated, 
dry. secure. Good light, ideal for storage 
or workshop. 656-1554 237 -32
GROUND LEVEL, fully furnished 1 
bedroom suite. Quiet street. Prefer 
mature, quiet person, non-smoker, no 
pets. Private entrance. 656-4202 245-
3L ..............
BOOKKEEPER, approximately 2 days 
per month, for small local business. For 
information, phone 656-2633 or 656- 
3862 evenings. 219-31
2 YEAR OLD looking for babysitter, 
melville Drive area, daytime. My horhe or 
yours. Immediately. 656-9462 265-31
SIDNEY DUPLEX, 2 years old, 3 
bedrooms, fireplace. 1/2 blocktoschool. 
Available September 1, no pets, 
references. S575 per month. 656-4066 
231-32
REQUIRED FOR PORTERHOUSE 
RESTAURANT, 6719 West Saanich 
Road, part time — leading to full time 
cook. Experience necessary. 258-31
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO. W/W, 4 
appliances, fireplace, carport; Adult 
oriented, no pets. Lease to purchase, 
minimum 1 years at $500 per month. 
PhoneSandra, 384-4128 211-35
DOMESTIC HELP REQUIRED 1 day per 
week (all year). Assist preparing meals, 
thorough cleaning and help with 2 year 
old.656-7529 274-32
B. FREW 652-3043
2395 Beacon Ave: 
656-0131 '
NEW SIDE: X SIDE 3-4 bedrooms, 1V?:
baths, fireplace, w/w. Rent negotiable. 
Phone Sandra" 384-4128 /; ' ; 210-35'
MAIN FLOOR DUPLEX, 2 bedrooms, all 
utilities included. No pets, references.. 
$500 per month: 656-4066; or656-8104
.after 5' p.m.:,;';,:'’':,: : ;232-32
EXPANDING RfCESSION-PROOF 
company needs distributors, alt areas., 
No investment. No experience required. 
Unlimited money potential. New 
Caledonia, Suite 219 - 810 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 4C8 , 
na31,.::''
BLOCK
BEST WESTERN’S POCO MOTOR INN 
offers the; best home a way from home 
accorhmodation. Weekly rates available.' 
1545: Lougheed Highway,:Pprt7 
Coquitlam; B.G. Toil Free Reservations: 
800 - 268-8993 7 : ::^ na-33:
The' only way to place your 
classified ad in 74; newspapers 
throughout B.C. & the Yukon, 




quiet::,area;of .Deep Cove.rBuilding is 
small, neat and ' habitable. One 
.bedroom, living room, kitchen and 
four piece bath .List price $65,000. 
Offers considered,, owner ntay -assist 
in ‘ financing. Good investment or 
holding.property '
BILL MOSHER
656-7117 res. 656-5584 Off.
BLOCK:BROS/REALTWLTD: 7 kI
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO, W/W, 4 
appliances, . fireplace, : carport. Adult 
oriented, no pets. Lease to purchase, 
minitTium l: year at $500 permonth,:: 
Phone Sonia (384 -4128 211-35
2S WOROSSSS
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65 Painting
67 Grafts
70 Plumbing and Heating 
75: Secretarial Service 7 
;80:'7.Signs,':':::;,'7„
85 Siriall Engine Service 
/ 887 :'Tree: Services '7'':
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs
100 Equipment For Sale 
103 Audobody Repairs 
105 Recreation Vehicles 









137 Wood Heating 
140 Groceries, Meat
and Produce
142 Furniture for Rent
143 Beauty Salons 7
144 Pets and Livestock 
150 Lost and Found
,:155;',, Business.7,'
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1807 Engagements 7 
185 Weddings 
190 Cards of Thanks 
195 Obituaries 
200 In Memoriain 
205 Legal Notices
i BEDROOM SUITE, self contdined, 
privateientrance,; basement. Furnished 
if required, includes heat, lights, cable, 
use of 'y/asher and dryer. Suitable for 
quiet:. reasonable::; single person: 
Available Sept. 1/82. $350 per month.
,656-5692 289-32
■'7-;7'::7(7'',';:::SiDNEY:;;;77/Li;;,V\7;;''^
Drive by this: new;listing;at . 957?
’ Christine;Place, it’s a 3: bedroon1,72 
bathroom; beauty,:;with;a'$40,000 
mortgage at 10%%: The.corner lot is 
;68 X 104; Ihere is a suntleck, ample 
7parking;:yes,, the ibWerTevel'is ' 
flhished,: Well pricecl7 at $82;500, 
,MLS,
BILL RATCLIFFE : 656-4517
PRIVATESALE I 
Sidney Townhouse
, 3 bedroom^ 1 'A baths.




OFFICE SPACE FOR REMT, 4 th street; 
Sidney. Free ;;rent: in'7 exchange 7fbr 
secretarial;:seryices7,:382-8573;:aftet::6 
p.m. 283-32
TOWNHOUSE; SIDNEY, :2 baths,;shed 
and fenced yard. Garbage and water, no 
charge. Children allowed; references. 
656-4587,6-8
COMFORTABLE 2 BEDROOM home on 
quiet Sidney;: street. Appliances ; and 
d ra pes i ncl ud ed.: Fe w ya rds to bea ch 7 
Available Sept. 1 or before7652-2474
,,':’26 7,'-3:2/77 :'7.'-:;:,7::'7;,-'.:::7t;/;::,;:*
Write out your ad; mall or hrihg to/The Review with |a
W/ANTED TO RENT: space for operating 
a daycare, fenced yard, 2 bathrooms, 













;con(:lo7Jocated:7;c)nly 7 3 ,:t)locks,:Trbrn 
Boacon AVo7: Dishwasher^ sIPvpAind' 
fridge/included. Elevaibr,;;swirI jbool 
. sauna 7“; workshop and . flames : room 
plus a gardon spot,
KAlJACOBSEN
650r0911:7:7;;:77'',,:;::,^,.::7.7,;''6Gifi.2i5r:
; 7 7 NORTH SAANICH
Secluded , 5.29::‘acrds ,'ori77porefl(1no 
Road 7;a:quitf" cul-do-sac/off 7 Eagle 
:Way,7)usl:soiith7bl: l,andseiicLRoad7 
Ttic cloarbd portion Dl aboiij 2 acrni 
.gels lqts7of7sun7 and pfovliles good 
fooling (or horses. Good existing well; 
(deal properly;lor an ey.ecullvo,::famiiy 
or'relirement home where,tiuiet .stjciii* 
..Sion Is'dosired,:''7''7,',■
',7‘;7: 7S119,000. MLS 7'7':''77;. :.:,77
GILES PERODEAU 7; 656-4525
LOCATION;: SAANICHTON. : 4 bdrm, 
:.horno.::l'lugO:,yard,’ :plenty:fruit trees,7:: 7 
’ if'.S2-2821,,, : 17,9;31,; , 
..REDUCED,: $35,,bb6v ^ m macula! 7/
; year ;o|d;;4 bdrm,;;, j '/j:bath, dfick7 Iarge7': : 
lapoii kitchen. (inKlu-'d basement witit
;'Ti,shor"s!qvfe:in';,fi!iTu'lT,rcd'rri7wbr,k''Sh'bp7''" 
.car port:cionble7drivbway,/garden and /::
; fruit ;treos /'$91',500.,00: Coritiact ’at : /’ 




:Wftterlront,:hprne, Acreago!: This ;will: 
really: delight you retired; execuilyes. 
rabuloufi souitL view, d'tibo sq.dt:, ul 
elegant living space/: All/ooms’load' 
onto / full : length 7^ patio;/ /'27'lull 
balhroonts,: 2'fireplaces.:,One:level, 
low rit7iinienbnco,7Ail drapes brightly 
mafehoddo carpetsTnciuded.'Also 6 
,',nppilnnccd;,,rrice;t,3?5.D00:Tb[i,!ici',' 




A^ALL PIECE OF HEAWn^^ 
your wqrld:ond driVo into a hidden volley 7 7 
: Of ;privaby>nt(;poaco.:5 .acres of,beauty, 7/. : 
:Strearn' at:your:back;doqr'; A very:special /,:
: three bedroonidmriib.'/and much,:much’:;’
: inoio....NO:; A0(ENl.S:::or,.;.THIFlElfS,:,:;::
!' $349,000 him for moin infoirnaflon 
,/:/wi:ilo Box 443:, Saaiiibhtbn.’tyoS I MO " S i /7: / : 
; NO STEP, nearlyinew.rotiromont home,':‘ /, 
2 bodrooms ; Largo roams vVhero your ' 
furniture .fits . comfortably, (Big/picture:.// 
/ windbW to watch:tho beautifuI sunset, 
/Hoati|atorFP7656-7392, ; :;>80'33 :/■ ,
■ BY OWNER Okan,agan Lake froningo,
;, Surnnieriand, safe s,andy beach,'Deluxe 
;.5,.yoarfi:Ba6emonf Suite/Offers, Infor-, 7' 
dnationD7Atwater: General Delivory, ’ 
Summei'land, B C7PhoneU274!Mi-t624::




is looking for a 
Quallfluil Dporator In 
SIDNEY
• If you hitvn an aiitomotiilo related 
b(ir!nrir,'o and would like lo, 
dianv-itically Incronsc your profit -■ 
Rent-A-Wieck has the answer!
• Wo aiu Tor.osslon proof, InllatioA 
piool and inlerost piool
;'*;i,Wp nt'b i,uct:bs$(yl, JBECAuSE (jlihb 
, economy. Renting, a used car,;
niakec sense at about'/? tho price' 
«:::Wq;;wiil,:7:l)iing:::/you /nijiiiyh 
A::custbiTibrs7’:pll0f:?a/great.; isorvicelo 
' your' old onesA tiulId ,traffic:: and 
7 PROFIT/ASK OUR 0WN17R!?,7ASK 
., 'OUR BANKFRS' 7/
',11":
Rent-A-Wreck is tho besL investment 
you can mfikfi lor lho 80's.’ 7
’a.dditional:'7;1nsertion6;:.;regiies|ed :;Wlth|the/'7iriitial:::0|d^
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 oach additional insertion,
iw M HM Mw'HiiN imiiMinMttiMiNnwm im HIM'«m iiNB am^nm im mu im mw ima mn'NM inui wm.
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
, ‘ I ' , '
I’
I n
' < < I
:'i/:i''::;::7L:7‘'::'/:r7.:.:./!:/;[l
I ^ ^ Il
IPRE-PAip WpRb CLASSIFIEDS-- 29 WORDS FOR ONLY *2.00
for conimorcial or personal ujtors --- (aiidlfional words 10c oach^
For mote;information call, collect, of 
write: Ed Alike, Pros,: ??fi KIngsway,
■ VancDuvor, R C7 V5T/'3,J5i: Phone; 
,„(fl04)''876-71 / :7''.:, /.n:’:';
BRENTWOOD';'.BAY,;;:(urnis'hecl'.:d;n 
'’Kitchtsnettes,:^ dir/hes, cable .TV. Free 
"/'rwrking.' mr)id''s’prvlf-n''’A'vailAbln'\vMkiy'' 
:;. Sandown Motel. 652-1551: :/:„:4l24'!(; ’
7 Space on ,2 nd floor, 'Boasonable’ rent;.,/
.'"fAlr^OKl'WATERraf:^
. 'Krourid 7' fl0ot.::(l,000.; Bq7; .ff|,),:/:’rwp 
bOrfrnorns’,' wood 'furnacft afi7'Wefl fir,’"'
" ■'''OlftOirie"’ hnat'-/' 'l’ovf*iy'''’Y>iew'’'"''Avji'(1<ihir-^'"'’ 
■:',7e4rly.Augu&L,”$4,?57:mo,,plus utility, CalL; 
-/aftere.'io:64: Ml
* US 'FrailChisos arid-/ Ama’ Fran-’ 
:':..",C.hi5rjs:Mva(lat)lf:i: 7’ :7,;/ '':7:''7„','';..
Uhenmun’iberpd , oapiiai: ■ roquired; 
$?D700nir)r aiiTOrnOtiveTipofaior.’ ’
2 Cost of nd
»
I" :■'/’'"’'
S Nuinbpr of 
■ additional 
I Insorilons of 





dA HOME: WICKEI1PAHTI1-S. Van: 
piation’wagon .Of.'coveted:pickup re- 
qnired:': ;Nn ’ invenfment /'iwnbrAary ” 
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PiUlNSyLA DmiCTOiY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Adams
Mann
2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney,B.C. 
656-5551
Hinchey & Co. certified general accountants
AMDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you baiter 
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Bo Qyaili Palutilig ^ Autobody Repairs
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., ^
















:MWWI8i: ; , : , 9429_ean0ra ,
cxi^muffler;^ pipebending 6S6-2S21






Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also—• excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty..
6S6-939i
1980 FORD BRONCO RANGER XLT V-8.
PS, PB, AM/FM, cassette, tilt wheel, 
radial tires, 8000 lb. winch. $18,000 
replacement value. Make an offer. 656- 
0641 afterS p.m. 290-32
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 - 3RD ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $197. 291-32 
1969 CORTINA 1600. Excellent 
mechanical condition, interior good. 
However, body has some rust. Economy 
and reliability. $985.652-4775 275-31
1981 HONDA PASSPORT, 70cc
motorcycle. 7,000 km. $750, or nearest 
offer. 656-4957 263-31
1974 VOLVO WAGON, excellent con­
dition throughout. $4,750. Call Mike at 









Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­












*No Job Too Smair
656-5604
Thorne - Lennon Electric (19/6) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industriai / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
B.mBEmoHEXckymm
Sewer & Storm Drains S5S-293S•Trenching
•Waterlines
COHNIAC AUTOHaOTiVE 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 McDonald 656-7144
FAIIK ROAD or 656-3312
-
^ 2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­





















Building Maintenance , . ‘
; Windows;- Floors - Carpets
OrFiCE CLEMENS • cuTer CleS"
iB6nded:&; Insured ■ Gleaning
FR^E ESTIMATES
-v
Window Cleaning Service -
Wails washed — 
Gutters cleaned
383-7®42
PAINTING. 25 years experience. 
Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, 
patios, cleaning gutters and basements. 
Free estimates. 652-2176 175-47
ADDING ON? Need repairs or 
remodelling? (Suarante^ professional 
quality workmanship at a price anyone 
can afford; . 24 hour service. Free 
estimates. Harry Abrams, 388-6275, ask 
forpager6222. 252-3;7
I WOULD LIKE to look after a preschool 
child, after Sept. 8. I can offer flexible 
hours, limited television, lots of kxioks 
and outside exercise in a happy at­
mosphere. 656-1554 r" V 238-32 
1 GET A CLEAR VIEW—- let us clean your 
windoyys; 2 men and l/2 ton truck for 
ya rd clean- upS a nd other odd : jobs. 
Phone Matt or Billij 656-7775. 236-31 
EXPERiENCED handyman/ light car-; 
pentry: Gardening, good / work,; 








CAMPER, 61/2 FT. Large bed, stove, 
table, fridge;; Good condition. 10201 
Resthaven, Sidney, or phone 652-3648. 
$1,600 firm, as is. 281-32
/ BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE

































' •Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts- 
•Also: Window & Gutter Cleaning
GREGOR
BOATS
Welded aluminum, designed to: 




/^AW COMPUTER /services, Com­
puterized bookkeeping: Accounts 
Payable/ Receivable, General Ledger, 
Payroll, Mailing, Lists etc. Greater 
financial control - reasonable cost. 652- 
1353. • 5672-32
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1M0
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT BACKHOE
•Sewers »Watermains
•Sewer Hookups “Hydro 8f Telephone Ductwork 
Office 652-2910 •Drains Residence: 652-3258
SAILING
SCHOOL, sailing instruction aboard 
classic yachts. Charters by day, week, 
■ month: 382-1612 ■ tfn
Septic Tank Instanation MADHONA BAY
5/;///; DaCK^nU
Trenching EXCAVATIMG




® Alteration tSIt Repair 
• New Gonstriiction
24 Hour Service 
388-6275 Pgr. 6222 
Res. 479-8530
BART BUITENDYK
Long-Tiroo Sidney Builder ,
^^^ /; & Savol FREE ESTIMATES
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinsts and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters. '
- NO JOB TO SMALL -
Carpenter &
Quality Worl( — Free Estimates
Renovations, additions, finishing 
carpentry & Custom furniture. '
Rotorencos available.
, , , 7. ;; ;
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH /
|/:/:f/:'v;//:/:/:/'///'i/;///:':/:
MCNAmtiA BRICK V
MASOWfY & BLOCK bai»-5W»l
;Oa^rdeirfiirBg.'
NO. 1 BLACK GARDEN TOP ^IL; $ 2'25 
a bag. 1890 Mcjavish Road / /^’-37
> iiysieal' 
Imstryc^tioy
PIANO AND THEORY TEACHER has a 
few openings, commencing/ in Sep­
tember. All ages welcome, Will prepare 
students for Victoria or Torojito Con- 
servatory examinations. 595-3215 226- 
32'.'' . ' ■■./'" '
PIANO LESSONS, cla ssicla" and / oT
popular. Register now for autumn 
season, Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching, experience, Suzuki and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs, Doncy, 656- 
':4060/277-40/';'
MERCRUiSER — complete engine and 
outdrive repair depot. Canoe Cove 
Marina, 656-5633 195-32
QUALIFIED MOBILE SHIP WRIGHTS. All 
phases/Frorh $16 .00 hourly: Trade yoiir ■ ^ 
;? for labour. 478^870 / >
CANOE COVE HAS experienced 
machinist and complete repair facilities. , 
.;656-5633';'/:-;:;--:-':'.; 196-32
/l7Vi FT. FIBREGLASS SANGSTER
CRAFT, with 15 HP Johnson, electric 
/start motor, 652-2244 / /^^^^ ‘ 170-31/'t
FIBREGLASS FINISHING, spray paint/
ting, and general repair: Canoe Cove ' 































SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERUNES
FOR SALE: URGE ORIGINAL WATER 
; COLOR by Artliur Pitts,; $2,500 firm: 
Phone 652-9744 after 6 p.m. except 
I'weekonds,'.■' ,.:"-2lG-32:'
FINISHING •SIDINO* ALTERATIONS * 
ADDITIONS • CABINETS /• CUSTOM HOMES
Telephone 656-4106
.4X.
Tho Slelhoy Ravlow of- 
fforo FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to /those poroorna 
., w h'o' a r o',"' ’ n o'r m a I i y, 
'ompilpyed but aro cur-: 
/:r«ntly/but.'bfvwbrk.,You/ 
may aclvbrtlsb for H |ob 
,.;br:.'for::tlib:;'»ii|o,,‘bf/your; 
"-'Own/' imbrch'nridls'e;/ to/ 
/ 00 n br a to:' ,f w ri'ds./; T h oao
porooitii at tho Rovifflvy or* 
'.'T !ob./-,: Noads, ;;:f orv:,:thlB/ 
will bo oe-




Ploughing,: Level I in g / Fe nee 
; Posts. / Diggina, / 50 : in.
■-■Rotovator.':'/".’../;^^:':/:'-./'-:':
Resiclehtiai :-: Commercial t M
727-3251 .'
VRdFESSIONAL’ARfisT-tb'paint'sIgns'/ 
posters, murals, low cast, Western water 
colours and Chinese drawings for sale, 
PatriCkChu, 656-1730 ;066-31
/ • ^ EWIOOD E. THOMPSON CONTBSCTOR LTO.
Concrete privB|ays ;, ; ; Concrete Wtilorproollng ;, ; Sidewalks
l-ish Ponds Quarry Tiles / / . Homo Roriovations












Spoc(all7lnfl in Eurofiean parts:
’.:;/,'”"':"&"Se'rvioe/■'/'.
10134 McDonald Park Od,
" 'Cstifmtw
656-0424
LANDSCAPE GARDENING, new Liwris, 
gonerdl clean-up, Phono Dan Jbbn 656/ i 
9614 , , 30
raiLY MAN~ fjItDS" "WORK
DESPERATELY- Will take anything. No 
/ job too small. Salary negotiable. 
Appliance repair, painting carpentry, 
gardening, etc, Dave, evenings please, 
656-3202.Thankyou, 30
W&RK Rli&urRED. wilTswap for tools,
etc. PointlnK, carpentryif gardening, tool 
/ sharpening. Tim, 652-0364 / 30
./; ^'.MAfi/WITH ■QlllrW'TROeK ^flip
work ol any type. Power saw work and 
yard clean up, rubbish removal, 
Reasonable rates, 656-2210 30
ButleIrBrdtheM Supplies
SALES, SERVICE 8i INSTALLATION
; ' MWHBHil:' ■
BurtJar:
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald P«rU Rond
RepairsTo Lawninowors, 
Chainsaws, Moiorcyclds/ olc,^/;/;/
, T Husqvarna I’lonccr 
liJ- Ol’KM MON-:
' ■ TO SAT, '656-7714
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All typfls of glass 
at large discount pricos,' Table: tops; 
Repairs, Greenhouie Glass, l»"xl8'/
^ 76c .'Oa,/ etc,//etc,/Tempered',Glass 
34"x68'? and 76^: 2»'W,; $20 eii,; 
9750 - 4 th St., Sidnoy, 656 6656/ / tf
".’HREWSS'b ,.fiufn''5'”'5ROtfC‘'?i7dar /
posts and rails. Select tree (a|linfii: 656- / 
'/'42U.,-^.,^..^;^.,,.;;....'''/<':/.'/.'-./;''''4387-tlV
/ Shop joinery & Renovation Work,
DENIS BECHTHOLD Bus. A56 ft721
CustoM Woodworking // Res. 656-6639
■i»iiwtiHiiWw>rww*r*in jwiiiwiiiiiww
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® m ts 3ASS5ALL I^ EXPOS Aa 
CBpssssfae ds J&Btreal. Is I^xs 
rwssss^ksQfedeCijcago. X"
X. (SQFM^KTHWBSr ~ x:> . ^ y 
(D © EfrreHTAIKaiS^T TONIGHT 
(DOIASB^SSEtS ■ ;
■ ©SJSBESSSaD
X^ ®Q10EAKSH3SCS3> X^XX,: XXX 
@ Q MACStEH. /KSPtKir 
®®@C9B0GANSE15a^ X 
" @@VANCocvra_ >;;
7^ ® OTHSMUPPEIS 
©aTHJTACKKXa 
(71B TIKI ASEDftS IT
i^BKAHyTTtSaiaXgE X 
i:S ®@ AMERICAS ABSVSJmJBEXr 
ftSS (1) 3 lEJVIE “Use Rssegades'’(Preia- 
XX: me. Drama) Pbaipx Casci^ XRstnck 
XXSsrays^r Axtun^ team andtacoser 
: teresti^ttss, ftwa liwal gangs are
XXressteied to dfflt cdf tbe fiofa- srf stoka
S?© HEAL PECH5E Fkatur^ a 
restekte of POWs; a profesaocal rdlcT;
for mea aad wMDen. <R)
® ® AtSS Alice IS reanited trith her 
best feiend and a^pcg partiMa- from hi^
':SCbort,(H>""X' .: : V ::.;X S;: ^
X ® B l^HEHIiS Woold-be roc* stars
: Zac aial are cocmed % a ^adv ctMJCGrt
: |gtSKteX(R)X:X ,-X:' xXX" . . X .
® Q TEE GHSATEST AKESiHIAK
msm Halji a»f Kaxwdl are assigned to
' Site 3 sg^csedly egdteary ckigg hcsa a
f trareHingorcis.' X >. :-x
S) SB PffiiTIlAlT CT" HAiUS. MAR- 
CSAD Tie sai*a^hr accSaimed panto- 
cniiBst is seen st feans te Paris disccsssg 
bk thca^ts ai ^ste^y, art awl tbe evo- 
istkte of fe "wtet te a film review of his
® ® MOVIE *** "Papa's Delicate 
CcssStkxC <1963. Cracedy) Jadrie Glcasesi, 
Gfeds XfensL: A womaa bccranes upset 
with ha- bcteiaite after be isoysa dmgfefe 
: and a circus.:
Being Earnest” {1^2.-Osafey) ; Michael
Redgrave. Margaret Rutherford. Based on 
the play by Oscar WildeX Two men vie for 
the affections of a girl who will only mar- 
: ry a man if his name is “Ernest”
8:S8® O I40VIE •ic^*'A “Murder On 
X The Orient Express" (1974, Mystery)
X Albert. Finney. Lauren Bacall. Belgian 
sleuth Kercule Poirot investigates the 
murder of an American industrialist 
aboard a luxurious and famous train. '
© O THE ASTRONAUTS The occupants ; 
X of an earth-orbiting NASA vehicle discover 
they have even le^ privacy than they 
X expected, x; X X ■ x . ^ x..'X..-;
; *i»® @ TEE FACTS OF LIFE Blair: 
5 sneaks and reads Natalie’s diary. (R)
® @ MOVIE “Thin Ice” (1981. DraX 
ma) Kate Jackson, Gerard Prendergast AX 
hi^ school teacher falls in love with one 
of her students-(R)
® © STRIKE FORCE Three escaped 
convicts hijadt an Army van carrying a 
teupment of deadly and omtagioas bacter- 
jX ia;-X:-:X X-■ xxv: .. :X
® 0 KVENUra AT SYMPHfHfV a»E- 
QAL The Boston Symphony Orchestra 
on&r the direction of Seiji Oxawa presents 
• an eventegof musical works, featuring the
cxwnplete performance of Arnold Schoen­
berg’s dramatic “Gnrrelieder.”
© ® FROST OVER CANADA“Money: 
HcwToMakeitX’X .X^ X x ■ X .-XX 
f;M ® 0 TSfO RfHfNIS 
® © JAffil® KCafTREOX 
® @ LOVE, SQ^iE? Laurie decides to ; 
move te with ife new boyfriend. (R) : Xr ; 
1^®©THENATK>NAL -
® © LERAJKHl® LAROUGE 
Cl) © ® @ DYNASTY Fallon is rush^ 
to the hospital where doctors try to save 
her baby. Krystle and Alexis get into a
fight, and Claudia romances Jeff. (R)' XX x
® © (JUINCY Quincy tries to exonerate 
X a nurse who was charged with negligent 
hbmidde. (R)
'■■X HSfflNEWS ^ X..;; :
ig}©<»f THE BUSES 
: ® © HAN ABOJT THE HOUSE “Mum 
X .Always Liked You Better”
10:55® @ JUDGE Judge Humphries deals 
X: with a highly erootimal case involving a 
hrsband and wife, qi




IL-oe ®S®S®©®@ NEWS 
®©RENCX>NTRS 
® O ® © CrV NATIONAL NEWS 
® O HEaSLF, INDIRA GHifeDI 
India’s Prime Minister is seen at home, at; 
work and campai^ting for her son in this ■ 
X rare glimpse into the life of one of the ’ 
roost powerful and controversial woradi in
^THUi^AY^SVENING xr xx^xxxx“x ;x - ;x“x.x“ AlK5l^
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how thev wound CO working for Ruth in 
NewY(fffcatv.<R>b 
® © THIS OIJ) HOIKE Bob Vila shows 
how to waterproof a basement and install; 
X a woodstove and freestending chimney. (R) 
x^' qX'X' X ^ -'X'- X.; X X;. = X:..:X;;X
XS^e® S BARNEY MTTJER Bam^ and 
his men scramble to cope with gang war- 
; fee in CSiteatown ; when ; the : mayor 
X demands action. (R)I5 “X _X£:X x
X (1) 0 ® © lDIFFHENT STROKES
X , Ansold has nightmares that he will be :
orfeanai again. (R) p
to play alcrog when stmiecsse tries to break 
themnp.(R)p x:X:: ;X;XXU-X:-,;:
® ® SIMON & SIMON AJ. and Rick; 
travel to Mexico to find a l-year-old prl 
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X tje ® €ii»^0HAETS
. m^mssomsiALmcscsiM.
X X m©?:M,3«s$svEsr 
x; OQg^jaESASSieaSTTaKlSgX:;; s 
® 0 iHgJEFFSaSKS 
; x®0,,^3Sa®SWiLD 
X ;- ®,0PAl®Sl:Vlll£^SJ^‘:fetfX
tom Bp to save a oace-pojslar
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® Q iDU3iBL7 L^Rgt RB*<^
- - ®©(^©BOGAK’SBERCeSXXX}x
X X5J@vA*®OIJY1B - X X; X ...x 
?:» @ © 1E®E * K3SIY Mtedy is jsil^
X &S- raftraB»g to reveal Iter se^ s«sce te a 
= : brib(SvtriaL{Si X x. . X x.-:xx;w 
X®©TS£KEi®IAL xx :;Xx- x ^;x:X: XxsX 
^ x®©THSMDi^®S x.x- :
X ®©TKTACIXSIiax X X..X 
X® ©UVEITIS'FsatsfedtSKreiatiyeX
Stey irf ififfe^tisEaife ^ saafescE fex
Ammtas schoti wffii aa cnissai w^ <S
X- X teaes^ the eesacrie sy^sa; aXrsvfet-X:
X Xtio^ry&d.(R)r3XX.x xX *X X-.xS-X'.
X x®©^30ASElS>P!miTxXx X xx- 
X® ©umssr ficbo befe aa :
i iii^ private eye vrite a yes ter <ad nwries x 
X X toselvetera{Ssalcate,(E/q!..xX.:X;.XX .-iX.:. 
0©<E»€XH3HS 
^^©HAEYTYL^MX^
® © MtamCff'TSESEA 
«• ® B lews ** * ^ Ha^inasr X 
X : assa.xDe^aaJxJocelva ;Bssbc:x^feit«>x 
X Pe&tfeXAsesiSive aadstetepsaywal-X 
X Kiaaeteredh^Jes^arfeesferaeas-;:
■ fe idata5eaSips:w8s;evmh»es;e€ aSfeXX 
S X tka fefKd tbe;vari^ wtsuiea te fe lifc.^
X®#© XLES StANBS: nUSX.***- 
: “Avaatr'(1ST2, Oaafee) Jsfe Lemrora, 
Jdiet fenv En Italie apras le dec« de sra 
X pae. use became d’affeiresXeataiaeXBae 
Bstgiii avec la Slfe de la taaities^ de <te 
Xdenner. ■ ■,, ■■■
® © ISHtE & MINDY JSiady is Jailed 
for tef afeg to reveal news saaree ia a
xfaifetey trial (B|
® e ® © FAME Mtstgtmisy is faced 
XXwssis decsteig who wiQ arte wSsofeK not 
Xpefsamite a stcdeit brafet aite &ajS} 
s ^lu^'iss to tsvarcome stage feifel (R) ; ; 
X® @ ® © MAGIfUM, PX A ftemer
'Xstea to hfes htes kidnap ts; f!aK»e,;a 
^mamba-rf the Sovisttr^ team. (R?
X ® © SNEAK PREVIEWS "IxWas A 
: Tesas-Age Movie: ®fevK»d 1581” BEr^err 
fest and Genefefe examtee tee rea- 
isoosXwhyXthe feea-a^fefSei«»iis ao* 
■>j^PT^T?gTtg R^\ wood's biggest liits. x
XXgNari fa^ factory is Sarwayisd^itfed
XXiB a ^Item effoitfean -Ai^ricaD «|aa^
XfeWiste-XDifens:’’ X{iS73: DramalXJeairoe
XxXsnaa derides tofeat fe wife te a Eorsn>c-: ■ 
K;;;;aa Xvacaltea'; tefe''effeiXto’. rfeyexifer X 
:X drisgnferte^
^®QS33CSi HJIHKES ^ and Ho-
X and the Boston Pops Orch«lra are joined 
by jazz drummer Buddy Rich for a "West 
XX SSde Story” medley and a performance of 
XX Grariiwin's “Strike Up The Band.” ®
XX @ ; Q) movie'X *;*•*; "Fririidships,x 
X Secrets And lies” {1979,: DramaJTina;, 
X Louise, Paula Prentiss. Sis women bfeime 
murder suspects when a bafafe skfeton is 
; froind te ite sorority house they lived in 20
:::■ vearsearlieiX" X;x;V'.XX "
«:»® © DIFFESiT STROPS WillisX 
Iries his spot on the high school baskettall; 
xx team to a white player. (R) qj v XX X X x;
® © LIVE TT UP Featurrij: the relative 
: X safety of differsit brands of sunglasses; an 
American school with an unusual way. of 
; rpa<*hing the eccoomic system; a revolu-". 
.X: ti«iarvdiet.{R)C3XX:Xxi 
16:^ ® B THE NATION.AL 
X.. ®SM/20 X X.
is) f A) -f-t^iteu^TBtfU^ECap­
tain Furilio and Joyce Davenport get in a 
;r cccitroom battle over the possible entraps;
Xntest of a suspect, and &terhaus learns he 
X ni^ soon be a father. (R)
® B ® e SNOTS LANDING An old X 
X flame of Val’s pays her a surprise visit; 
and Karen is reunited with her brother. (R);; 
® S HCSViE **ilr ’’Six Of A Kind’X ; 
X (1934, Comedy) Osaries; EugglesXjXW C. x 
X Fieldi Two zany couples manage to get in 
each others hfe difejg a cross-country 
X drive to CaliftHina.
@®NE^_______
X^ -gi© ON THE BUSES 
TfcS ® B YS SOHISIER Jim Hackw and 
Sr Humphrey come into conflict over an 
official’s right to know certain things when 
X Hacker’s daughter joins a group protesting , 
his plan to reorganize the administration. X#, 
IftSe (S © RENCONTRES 
X ®®NEWS
11:®8 ®©®0®©®B NEWS; X XiX
the world.
(n) ® STARSEY AND HUTCH 
® ® DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE X ; X X X 
O © SPORTS PAGE 
11^0 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
®©NEWS
11:25 @ @ BARNEYMILLER X 
11:50 ® © MOI, CLAUDS, EMPEREUR 
X “La potion miraele’x Auguste yisite; Pps-: i 
X X X tumus en exil, lui promettaht de; le rapx Xj 
peleraRome.
® © ABC NEWS NIGKTLINE 
® 0 TONIGHT Host; Johnny Carson.
® S OX^UP
S) @ BiOVIE * “Parts: The Clonus Hor- 
XroF’ (1979, Horroi) Peter Graves, KeenanX 5 
WynhX Despicable characters: grow clonfeX ; 
to be used as sources of replaceable human 
limbs and organs. (R)
11:45 ® ® MOVIE * * V4 “To Race The x 
' Wind” (1980,: Drama) Steve Guttenberg, 
Randy QuaidX An independent blind Har- X 
yard student uses;his ingenuity: to keep X 
pace with his sighted classmates. (R)
X 12d^ ©! CINEMA jk X"If”X (1968,
Drame) Malcolm McDowell, David Wooc. ; 
Dans une ecole privee britanique^ des : 
X ; eleves. choisis cename surveillants, jouis-;
X sent de certains privilegri causant un con- 
r X flit; permanent entre eux et:leurs confri ;; 
eres.
X ® ® M)VE boat a college professor:. 
tests the romantic responses of his student,:
X and Isaac gives a new outlook on life to a 
X former professional football player. (R)
:.(n)S7WCLUBX:-.:X ^-.':X':X:'XXXXXX:XX'
(ID © CAROL BURNETT X AND; 
FRIESfDS
12.*%® © MOVIE “The Missing Are . 
Deadly” (1974, Suspense) Ed Nelson, L^n- ; 
ardNimoy.
X ® © MOVIE ** V4 “Winner Take Air ; 
(1975/ Drama) Shirisy Jones, MLaurence j ;
" X;fe^^^ ___
12:30® © LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
; LSmSSSAN Guests: jazz musician Toots ,; 
Thieleman, comedian Richard Beizer. > 
(S)© ODD COUPLE 
IKKISD © NEWS 
1:10 ©©NEWS
1:30 ® © NK: news OVERNIGHT X X ; X 
1:85 ® © MOVIE *% “Promise Hirn Any-, > 
thing” (1974, Comedy) Eddie Albert, Meg ; 
;X.; Foster. ■ ■ ■
o © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
2.-S0 ® © MOVIE ★* * “Rancho Deluxe” 
(1975; Comedy) Jeff Bridges, Sam Waters- 
ton;:'
2dS5® @ MOVIE ■A*%X'‘Foster And Laai- : 
; rie” (1975, Drama) Perry King,=Dorian
iSO (I) © MOVIE **•*• “Red fen’’;(197i;XX
Western) Charles Bronson, Alain Delon.
X® X© ; ANGOIKES **14 :“Mc' Cloud:. 
Oeil; pour oeil” (1974, Policier); Dennis : 
Weaver, J.D. Cannon, fe mission a Paris, : : 
un detective ressit a coincer un important
mais so retrouvera , ,
:dans un pc-stion dangereuse.
® © ® © CTV national news 
® © FREEiXlM’S DSFENfe: ABIERI- 
X DA’S CUP ,1980 The color, drama and ; \ 
X: beauty of; 12-meter yachts corripeting ffeXS; 
XX tjie most prestigious trophy in yacht racing sXvx 
; off the Newport. Rhode Island coast is cap- XX;
tured: m teisxdocuinentafe narfeedXferXX; 
: Robert MacNeil.
(Ti) m STARSKY AND HUTCH 
XX O ® DOCTOR IN THE HOI^ ;
O @ SPORTS PAGE 
1130 ® Q VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
X ® ©NEVra 
11:25 ® B BARNEY MHXSa 
1130 ® © ABC NEWS VIEWPOINT The 
: : invasion of privacy and the ways in which 
X it affects the everyday lives of American : _
' citizens is explored. ^
® 0 TONIGHT Host: Johnny CarMn.X; ;X; J X 
©BCUSE-UP
X (g) 0 QUlNCY While on a fishing trip,
X Quincy; agrees to help a young woman X x x 
X' riear her father of manslaughter charges, 
ti-is® 0 QUINCY A Latin American dic- 
; XX tator; is threatened byX an assassin: while X XX
receiving medical treatment in the United ; ; 
X-X'States.
11:55 @ B; MlNDERTerry ^ assigned: to ;xXX; 
X: ^ard a X garabiing, bard-c'lrinking and 
womanizing football player.
12:00 53) ® 700 CLUB
X (0 © MOVIE ** 14 ‘‘Man jDf Legend”:; X# 
(1971, Adventure) Tina Aumont, Peter 
; X StranssX After being condemned tpXdeath fi;
; for his alleged espionage activities, a Geri X X; 
X man soldier^escapM' to Africa;feere he; :;; 
becomes involved with a band of Moroc­
can revolutionaries.
-12:05® 0 MOVIE **14' “Satan’s Trian- XX ;:
Xgle”X (1975, Drama) Doug McClure, Kim :: 
■-'".'.Novak. . . : ■'
® O MOVIE **14 ‘‘The Naked Ape”
: XX {1973. Drama) Johnny Crawford. VictoriaX xX;
Principal. ____
12:30® © X LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID ; X; 
X X USITTERMAN Guests: Meat LoafXcbmedi-XxXX; 
an Bob Shaw, inventor of t.he Nautilus 
exercise machine Arthur Jones.
12ri0 ® X 0 MCMILLAN & WIFE: EfeghtSX:iS 
X; announces his retirement from the depart­
ment: and his engagement to a wealthy 
; voungladv-
12:K ® ©'movie **14 “Stormy Weath- 
; er” (1943, Musical) Bill Robinson, Lena
XxXHome. ___
WM ® © ® ffi NEWS 
;; 130 ® 0 NK NEWS; OVE^TGHT
j By lTEVE K. WALZ
^ejginning Xthis x Monday, 
;:9,XiXCBS will give 
viewers a rare opportunity; 
to decide the fate of a 
Xseries concept thatxthe net­
work has been considering 
: fdr nferly two years.
The series is 
Rich," a takeoffx on such 
;dramas Xas ' x‘Dallas" and 
"Dynasty." The story con­
cerns theXvideotaped will of 
a Tennessee land baron 
and its effect on the ups­
cale Beck family and its 
poor relations, the 
xWeschesters-xThe first two 
installments, which ; were 
shot in early 1981 will , air 
XthisXweek and next, while a
second revamped show will 
air later this month.
X CBS will then make its 
; final decision, which should 
come as a relief to the cast 
members whoVe been left 
in limbo since February 
1981. Delta Burke, a fledg­
ling Hollywood actress, 
iwho casting agents have 
sought for:; the last two 
years, lost out on several 
lucrative deals in the iriter- 
'im.;:X
"We shot the original 
pilot in Feburary '81 and it 
was so funny we did an 
hour instead of 30 minutes. 
In May of '81, CBS said the 
show didn't make the fal!
schedule, but that it might 
be a back-up,” says Miss 
Burke.
"So what happens is if 
you are offered a series 
part somewhere else, you 
can't do it for six months, 
since the network has a six- 
rnonth holding option.
In May '81, Miss Burke
Delta Burke
auditioned and won the 
part of Katherine Went­
worth on "Dalias.” But Lor-: 
imar didn't get clearance
from CBS for Miss Burke to 
take the part, so they had 
to audition other actresses. 
Morgan Brittany eventually 
got the part.
Miss Burke says she had 
to refuse parts in other 
pilots as well as a running 
role on“Private Benjamin.” 
She decided to wait and 
see what happened to 
"Filthy Rich.” In February 
'82, the "Filthy Rich" pilot 
was reshot because CBS 
still thought the shov/ would 
succeed.
Why has the actress, 
who is a former Miss Flori­
da, now so intent on stay­
ing with the show to the 
end?
"Because it's as If you 
were doing ‘Dallas' with the 
cast of ’Soap.' It’s hysteri­
cal and bizarre. Columbia 
TV cast everyone perfectly 




— Kirk Douglas, making a 
rare TV appearance, has 
been signed to star in 
“Remembrance of Love,” 
an NBC-TV movie about an 
emotional reunion between 
two Holocaust survivors 
v/ho had been teen-age 
lovers when they were sep­
arated during the war and 
who had lived their lives 
since then believing the 
Other had died. Filming 




Production has started in 
Rome on “The Scarlet and 
the Black,” starring Grego­
ry Peck, John Gielgud and 
Christopher Plummer. The 
three-hour TV-movie will be 
aired for future broadcast 
on CBS. The film is based 
on J.P. Gallagher’s book, 
“The Scarlet Pimpernel of 
the Vatican,” about a 
Roman Catholic priest who 
helped thousands of allied 
POWs escape during World 
Warn.
;i:X
XXSx ^DAYTIME SPORTSX x;x ;
636 (0) © SPORTS PAGE (R)
DAYTHaE MOVIES
Lee® ® ** “Dive To Danger" (1977,
Adventure) Documentary. Narrated by 
Richard. Basehart A look at the work of 
men and women who daily put tlieir lives 
in jeopardy by working in, the ocean’s 
depths.;;.'
X (s; © X* * 14 vpoil de Garotte” (1972,
X' X Comfee) Philippe; Noiret,' Monique Chau- 
mette. Le souffrs-doulear de sa mere, un 
fils cadet jouit de I'affectiori de son pere. 
xifeS® © **14 ‘‘Kansas City Massacre” 
(1975, Adventure) Dale Robertson, Bo Hop­
kins. As the FBI’s Mid west bureau chief 
during; the ’30s, Melvin Purvis must con- 
X : fed ® Sroup of gangsters intent on
freeing a major crime figure in his custo- 
dy., ■
X“ ® X® X *** ‘‘The Love Boat” (1976,
X XComedy) Karen;ya!entine, Cloris Leach- 
man. The passengers and crew aboard a 
luxury liner have romantic misadventures.
EVENING
X &eb ® © IK) YOU REMEMBER 
i ® 0 LTNCROYABLEHULK
;X:X®®'ABCNE^x X;;
XX; ®@ NBC NEWS' X,x,
X ® ® ® © NEWS X :X ; : ;: : ;X X
''®@CBSNEWS 
® 0 DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
“XQ3)0SANFORDANDSON xx -
X’X (SD CB M»A»S»H X.X. x; X;
:xX(S)'©THArSLIFE.X- 
:&so®@®@NEws;: XX X x:x x/
® @: ®; ©XCFL POCTBALL Ottawa 
Rough Riders at Calgary Stampeders X X X
(7) B PM. MAGAZINE A visit to a Phila- 
X X delphia school whose students are infants; 
a couple who keep 400 pet birds at home.
ffl 0 BUSINESS REPORT X - x, : : ; ^
X: 51 ® BOB NEWHART 
: (17) IjS RSGREIS LUCY; :■: : .
(S) © :WHAT;:WIU. TKEIYTHINK OF 
NEOT
7.-0a ® @ WONDERFUL GRAND BAND 
xx® ® TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL :
(3) © PJt NORTHWeST Featured: 
Geoff Smith surveys Becerly Hills exotica; : 
visit Nudie’s Western Wear shop and meet 
Nudie Cohn, who designs clothes and boots 
‘ for cowboys. .
® © ESVTERTAINMENT TOMGHT 
©SS JOSEiSWILD 
ffi 0 MACNEEL / LESRER REPORT 
(0) 0 @ 0 HfKiANS HE2U)ES 
53 © VANCOUVER
7:36 ® © TEE FACTS OF LIFE Blair and 
her boyfriend goX along on Mrs. Garrett’s 
first date in fifteen years. (R)
® © TELEJOURNAL 
®©THEBgUPPETS 
©©■nCTAC DOUGH 
® B YOU ASKED FORTT 
53) ©OK) COUPLE 
(g) © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:85 ® 0 AMBSHJCAN ADVENTURE 
830 @ ® SCTV TELEVISION NETTWORK 
® © GENIES EN HERBE EN 
VACANCIES
® © BENSON Katie falls in love with 
the governor’s press agent after be takes 
her on a “date” to a gymnastics meet. (R)
§) 0 HYDRO mCHUGHTS 
© ® THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Boss 
Hogg appoints an attractive woman offi­
cer acting sheriff of Hazzard. (R) 
ffl 0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
: HBiVTBng
53) © MOVIE *** “Roustabout” (1964, 
Musical) Elvis Presley, Barbara Stanwyck. 
A carnival singer leaves during a lull in 
business, but returns for the love of the 
owner’s daughter. X 
© 0 XMOVIE *** “Puppet On A 
X; Chain” (1972, Suspease) Barbara Parkins, 
Alexander Knox. An American agent 
tracks down a gang of dope smugglers 
operating in the Netherlands.
8:36® © HORS SERIE • MATTRES ETT 
VALETS “Le visiteur inattendu” Revenu 
en Angleterre, Gregory Willmot reveille 
chez Rose certains sentiments.
® © *«AKING A LIVING Maggie falls 
inXIove with the director of Dot’s theater 
X group. (R) X
® 0 SEAFAIR TORCHLIGHT 
; PARADE Highlights of the Seafair hydro­
plane races are pres€nted.___
XX ® © WALL 8THEET WEEK “Witch's 
Brew” Guest: Joan Huggins of Sloate, 
X Weisman, Murray & Steinberg.
830 (2) © CD © DALLAS Sue Ellen 
accepts J.R.’s invitation to dinner at South- 
fork, J.R. persuades Ray to, sign over his 
voting shares of Ewing Oil, and Ray and 
Donna discuss divorce. (R)
X ® 0 (g) © MOVIE ** “Inmates; A 
Love Story” (1981, Drama) Perry King, 
Kate Jackson. An executive and a street­
FRIDAY EVENING AUGUSI’6,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
Grand Band Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas National
Air Farce
m Regional Teiejournal Genies
Mailres At Valets | La Television Des Autres Confidences
(4) PM Northwest The Muppets Benson A Living ABC Movie:’’Inmates • A Love Story”
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Hydro Seafair Torchlight Parade Stories
CFL Football: Cal gary Stampeders V s. Ottawa Rough Riders Cont’d Bizarre To Be Announced
Joker's Wild Asked For It The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
(8) CFL Football: Calgary Stampeders Vs. Ottawa Rough Riders Cont'd Bizarre The Dukes Of Hazzard
CD' MacNeil Adventure Wash. Week Wall Street Biography Neighbors Masterpiece Theatre
(Ti) Kogan's Heroes Odd Couple Movie: “Roustabout” News
m Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "Puppet On A Chain” On The Buses News
© Vancouver Movie: "Inmates - A Love Story”
wise woman are thrown together when 
they serve time in a co-ed prison. (R) 
®® BIOGRAPHY
9:30 ® © LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
ffi ® ® © BIZARRE Featured: unusu­
al toymakers; a visit to the "Criminal 
Unemployment Office”; a spoiled child; a 
day in the life of a baseball-team manager.
, (R)
® 0 THEGOOD NEIGHBORS
16:00 ® @ THE NA'nONAL 
(^1 LAWRENCE WELK 
® @ FALCON CREST Lance stands up 
to Angie when she tries to destroy his 
romance with a young woman. (R)
® 0 THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Boss 
Hogg appoints an attractive woman offi­
cer acting sheriff of Hazzairte(R)
® O MASTEIRPIE)CE THEATRE “Pride 
And Prejudice" Elizabeth visits Pember- 
ley and meets Mr. Darcy again; she begins 
to regret lost opportunities and is dis­
tressed by the news of Lydia's elopement 
with Wickham. (Part 5) (R) qi 
51) ©NEWS 
53© ON THE BUSES
10:25® @ ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
FARCE Featured: a bedtime burglar 
alarm; a basement antique sale; a man's 
introduction of his fiancee to his mother.
KkSO ® © PROPOS ET CONFIDENCES 
® 0 COLLECTION OF SHORT SCAN­
DINAVIAN STORIES Al Wallace visits 
Scandinavia.
®0NEWS;
11:00 ® @ ® @ © 0 ® ® NEWS 
- : ® © CINEMA **i4 “Boulevard du
Rhum” (1971, Avemure) Lino Ventura, Bri­
gitte Bardot. Un commandant de cargo 
s’eprend d'une vedette de cinema qu’il 
retrouve par hasard sur une plage du Sud. 
® O ® O CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
® 0 BiYSTERY “Rumpole Of The Bai­
ley; Rumpole And The Man Of God” Rum- 
pole defends an elderly, absent-minded 
vicar on a shoplifting charge. (Part 1) (R) 
g
® ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
(S) © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
51) a SPORTS PAGE
1130 ® O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
® o NEWS
1135 @ 0 BAPJ4EY MILLER
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® 0 TONIGHT Host; Johnny Carson. 
Guest: Kenny Rogers.
® £9 CLOSE-UP
53 © MOVIE ** “Young Maverick” 
(1978, Western) Charles Frank, Susan 
Blanchard. Ben Maverick discovers that 
he is the heir to a hand in a high-stakes 
poker game. (R)
11:45 ® O MOVIE **V4 “Mind Over Mur­
der" (1979, Suspense) Deborah Raffin, 
Andrew Prine. A model uses her psychic 
powers lo identify the man responsible for 
planting the bomb that caused a tragic air­
plane crash. (R)
11:55 ® 0 MOVIE * * * “Out Of The Fog" 
(1941, Drama) Ida Lupino, Thomas Mitch­
ell. Based on a novel by Irwin Shaw. A pair 
of Brooklynites are goaded into violence.
12:00 ® @ PGA GOLF “PGA Championship 
Highlights” Coverage of the second round
from the Southern Hills Country Club in 
Tulsa, Okla.
03) ©SOLID GOLD
53 © MOVIE **V4 “Bullet For A Bad- 
man" (1964, Western) Audie Murphy, Dar­
ren McGavin. A bandit vows to kill the 
man who married his ex-wife.
12:05(2) 0 MOVIE **M! “Isn’t It Shock­
ing?” (1973, Mystery) Alan Alda, Louise 
Lasser.
® O MOVIE **V4 “The Million Dollar 
Rip-Off" (1976, Adventure) Freddie Prinze, 
Allen Garfield.
12:30 ® 0 MOVIE ** "Color Him Dead” 
(1974, Mystery) Gayle Hunnicutt, Stephen
Rea. ____
® 0 SCTV NETWORK Guest: singer 
James Ingram.
1:00 53) © NEWS
1:35® 0 MOVIE **V2 “Playmates” 
(1972, Comedy) Alan Alda, Connie Stevens. 
(SO MOVIE ***V5 “Fear On Trial” 
(1975, Drama) William Devane, George C. 
Scott.
1:40 53 ® ODD COUPLE 
1:45 53 © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
1:50® © CINE-NUIT **V4 “La Plus 
Belle Soiree de ma Vie” (1972, Comedie) 
Alberto Sordi, Pierre Brasseur.
2:00 ® 0 ® 0 NEWS 
® 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
2:S0 ® O CLOSE-UP 
2:45 53 ©NEWS
3:00 ® 0 MOVIE **^4 “Zeppelin” (1971, 
Adventure) Michael York, Eike Sommer. 
3:05 ® 0 THE WALTONS
-
SATURDAY EVENING AUGUST 7,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD CFL Football Cont’d Happy Days Archie Bunker Movie: “The Gang’s All Here”
CD Baseball Les Heros Du Samedi Films D'Art D’Hier A Demain Teiejournal
(D Lawrence Welk Today’s FBI Love Boat Fantasy Island
CD Entertainment This Week Boomer Harper Valley The Nashville Palace The Game And Its Glory
CD Taxi Circus Jeffersons Jeffersons Lawrence Welk Children On The Run
CD The Making Of Donahue Walt Disney CBS Reports
CD Taxi Circus Movie: "Jillian - Portrait Of A Showgirl” Children On The Run
CD Soundstage The Cousteau Odyssey Fawity Towers To Manor Born Austin City Limits
(D) Solid Gold Movie: "L’il Abner” Movie
dD The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "Summertime”
dD Movie; "Harlem Globetrotters On Gilligan’s Island” Love Boat Fantasy Island
SATURDAY
EVENING
6:00 (SO NBC NEWS 
(S O (S Q NEWS 
(BQCBSNEWS 
d) Q WHITE TRIBE OF AFRICA 
O iD KUNGFU 
QDiB WEEITSEND
(Tg) S) WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
8:J0 ® O ® a NEWS 
(SO KING 5 MAGAZINE 
® 0 (B O RODEX) “Williams Lake 
Stampede”
(SI© PINK PANTHER 
(S) 0) WORLD ALIVE
7:00 ®0 LAWRENCE WELK 
(S O entertainment THIS WEEK 
® O ® 0 TAXI The out-of-work cab­
bies continue to pound the pavement just 
before their scheduled reunion after a 
month of job-hunting. (Part 2) (R) q 
(7) a THE MAKING OF DONAHUE 
® Q SOUNDSTAGE “Cheap Trick” One 
of America's hottest rock groups performs 
in an outdoor festival concert from Chica­
go’s lakefront; interviews with the band 
are also included.
(TD© SOLID GOLD
(5) © THE AVENGERS 
O ® MOVIE ** “ The Harlem Glo­
betrotters On Gilligan’s Island” (1981, 
Comedy) Bob Denver, Alan Hale. The 
famed basketball prantuters crashland on 
the castaways’ island enroute to a benefit 
tournament in Hawaii.
7:S0 ® ® LES HEROS DU SAMEDI 
(B 0 ® 0 CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome French trapeze 
artist Philippe Versen, the acrobatic Waz- 
zan Troupe from Morocco, Mexico’s 
balancing Golden Statue and Joanne 
Anderson with the Texas White Horse 
Troupe. (R)
8:00 @ @ HAPPY DAYS Roger and Fonzie 
unknowingly date the same girl, and Mar­
ion learns the secret behind Howard’s old 
love letters. (R) g
® 0 TODAY’S FBI Ben and his agents 
go undercover to crack the robbery ring 
responsible for a series of hold-ups. (R)
® © HEIRE’S BOOMEIR Boomer is 
placed in the dog pound after he is accused 
of biting a man. (R)
® 0 CHIPS Jon makes the capture of 
three clever female car thieves a personal 
crusade when they steal his truck.
® @ WALT DISNETY “The Strange Mon­
ster Of Strawberry Cove” Three teen-age 
detectives become involved in a coastal 
smuggling operation while trying to save 
their teacher’s job.
® 0 MOVIE “Jillian: Portrait Of 
A Showgirl” (1982, Drama) Lesley Ann 
Warren, Rita Moreno. Three Las Vegas 
dancers deal with problems on and off the 
stage.
® O ODYSSEY “Seeking The First 
Americans” Archaeologists from Texas to 
Alaska search for clues to the identity of 
the first people to tread the American con­
tinent. (R)q
dJ ® MOVIE -k-kVi “Li’l Abner” (1959, 
Musical) Peter Palmer, Julie Newmar. It’s 
a dark day in Dogpatch for Li'l Abner 
when he learns the Army is moving in to 
test bombs and Daisy Mae’s getting him 
closer to the altar.
® © STREETS OF SAN ra^CTSCO 
8:50® ® ARCHIE BUNKER'S PLACE 
Archie gets a new lawyer who wants to run 
the bar his own way. (R)
® SD FILMS O’ART: L’EPREUVE DE 
L’OBJBTT
® © HARPER VALLEY While cha­
peroning a school camping trip, Stella dis­
covers the Reillys“roughing it” nearby. 
(R)
9:00® @ MOVIE “The Gang’s All 
Here” (1943, Musical) Carmen Miranda, 
Benny Goodman. A man’s ruse of being a 
lonely soldier places him between two 
women.
(B 0 (13) ® LOVE BOAT Doc gets mar­
ried for the fifth time, a safety inspector 
fails for a gorgeous girl and a female exec­
utive who just quit is followed by her stuf­
fy boss. (R)g
® 0 THE NASHVILLE PALACE 
Guests: Tanya Tucker, Jerry Reed, Miss 
America Elizabeth Ward, the Rev. Grady 
Nutt, Woody Herman and his Thundering 
Kerd.(R)
® 0 THE JEFFSRSONS 
® 0 FAWLTY TOWERS 
32) © MOVIE *14 “Summertime” 
(1955, Romance) Katharine Hepburn, Ros- 
sano Brazzi. An American tourist in Ven­
ice falls in love with a married man.
9:30 ® © ITHIER A DEMAIN 
® 0 THE JEFFERSONS 
ffi @ TO THE MANOR BORN 
10:00® @ 33) @ FANTASY ISLAND An 
amnesia victim longs to regain her mem­
ory and two game show hosts play a . 
winner-takes-all, loser-faces-death contest.
(R)g
® @ THE GAME AND EPS GLORY 
Actor Donald Sutherland takes viewers on 
a nostalgic tour of the Baseball Hall of 
Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.
® © ffi © CHILDREN ON THE RUN 
Johnny Mann hosts a documentary about 
the millions of child refugees in the world. 
® © CBS REIPORTS "Bittersweet Mem­
ories: A Vietnam Reunion” Bill Moyers 
talks with a group of Vietnam veterans 
who served together about the war and 
their return to the United States. (R) 
ffi gg AUSTIN CITY LmrrS Willie Nel­
son, Floyd Tillman, Hank Cochran, Whitey 
Shafer, Sonny Throckmorton and Red Lane 
perform decades of gold from the Lucky 
Strike Hit Parade to Billboard’s Top 10. 
(R^
10:80(3) © LE TELEJOURNAL /
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
(D) © MOVIE A A % “The Trap” (1959, 
Adventure) Richard Widmark, Tina 
Louise. A syndicate leader terrorizes a 
small town while attempting to flee, the 
country.
11:00 ffi 0 THE NATIONAL 
® ® (!) 0 (3 $1 NEWS 
ffi © ffi O CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
ffi ©UPPOMPEH
QD © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD­
EN GLOVES “Highlights” (Part 6)
O © THE FORUM PRESENTS: RITA 
COOLHXSE
11:05 ffi @0 CINEMA A A >4 “Alice ou la der- 
niere fugue” (1976, Drame) Sylvia Kristel, 
Charles Vanel. Son auto tombee en panne 
par une nuit de tempete, une femme va
chercher secours dans un manoir bu elle^ 
s’y trouvera prisonniere.
11:15 ffi © NEWS 
ffiilABCNEVra
11:80 ffi 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS I; f «
(1) 0 NEWS
11:80® © MOVIE A A “Hijack" (1973, 
Suspense) David Janssen, Keenan Wynn A 
truck driver is hounded by determined 
hijackers while transporting cargO; from^; - 
Los Angeles to Houston.
d) @ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host: J
Robert Culp. Guests: The Charlie Daniels 
Band. (R)
id) 0 MOVIE AAA:“For A Few Dollare hV 
More” (1967, Western) Clint Eastwood, Lee 
Van Cleef. Two bounty, hunters stalk a 
band of outlaws and kill the vicious leader.
ffi ® VIDEO WEST: BACKSTAGE PASS 
11:45® 0 MOVIE AA>4 “Law And Disor­
der” (1974, Comedy) Ernest Borgnine, Car- 
roll O’Connor. Civilians decide to take the 
law into their own fumbling hands when ; ^ 
they form a neighborhood patrol unit.
18:00 (0) SU NEWS
: (® © MOVIE A A%“Black Gunn” (1972, 
Drama) Jim Brown, Martin Landau. In an j ; v- i 
attempt to provide support for a militaris­
tic band of blacks, a group of Vietnam vet­
erans rob a bookie joint.
53) © MOVIE A AV4 "Against A Crooked: ^ 
Sky” (1975, Adventure) Richard Boone, 
Stewart Petersen. A boy searches for his 
sister, the victim of an Indian kidnapping. jJ ' ? ' 
18:05 (B © MOVIE AA% “Guess Who's 
~ Sleeping In My Bed?” (1973, Comedy) Bar­
bara Eden, Dean Jones.
(!) 0 MOVIE AAA “Star!” (1988, Musi­
cal) Julie Andrews, Richard Crenna.
18:85 (3) © CINE-NUIT AA Vi “Faiistine et 
le Bel Ete” (1971, Drame) Muriel Catala, 
Francis Hustev.
1:(K» (1) © EVENING ATTHE IMPROV 
1:05® ©NEWS 
1:10 ® © NOTE OF FAITH 
1:85 ® © MOVIE A A “Outrage” (1973, 
Drama) Robert Culp, Marlyn Mason.
' 8:00 (1) 0 MOVIE A A * “Which Way Is 




2:80® 0 MOVIE AAVz “Echoes Of A
. Summer’;, (1976, Drama) Richard Karris,
Jodie Foster.
8:45 53) © MOVIE A A “Jamaica Inn”
MONDAY EVENING AUGIM*9,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
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itesscffieSm
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(D: Joker’s Wild 2 Asked For It ; Pvt. benjamin WKRP InCiflf ;:
MAS.H 1 EdthyRich2 2 |Cag5eyAlK*5f2 2 2“2 2
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(1939, Suspense) Charles Laughton, Mau­
reen O’Hara.
4:00 ffi ©NEWS 
4:80 ffi 0 THE HONEYMOONERS 
4:45 52) © ISEWS ‘
i 8.-od ffi ® CSC EVENING NEWS 
* ffi © LE VAGABOND STC “L’heritage” 
i.;®©ABCNEWS ;“;;
^':-ffi © NBCNEWS ^ 
i ®©(3)@NEWS ;
.■-:®®CKNEWS : :1.:
ffi © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
53 © SANFORD AND SON 
^■:?'52)©m»a»s«H 
53) @ THAT’S LIFE
' 8:80 (3) © ANGIE Le docteur Eensran recoit 
i ■ pour une consultation un ;jeune garcon,; 
:: pretendant avoir le scorbut. ; :,
■?“® © ffi 0 news :
(Z) ® P.M. MAGAZINE A company that i 
“runs ah - in-house ; health club for its 
; ’ employees; a pearl farm in Tahiti. ^ 
ffi @ BUSINESS REPORT ^
“3) ffi BOB NEWHART 
52i ©HERE’S LUCY “
“53 © WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
.;“NEXT!-;:“0';:v.“:':
7:00 ffi ® SEEING ITOUR WAY 
(3) © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® © P M. NORTHWEST 
: ffi 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
(B © LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAI-
J orphanage to take the place of Nellie, who 
has moved to New York. (Parti) (R)q 
; OS JOKERS WILD 
; ® 0 LEWIS & (H.AHE When Abcia’s 
- former college roommate visits Lucken- 
back, R<K«>e falls in love with her. (R) 
ffi O MACNEIL / LEHREB REPORT 
O ffi 52) © HOGANS HEROES 
53) ©VANCOUVER
7:30(2) 0 MB. MERLIN Woold-be rock 
stars Zac and Leo are conned by a sbady 
coheert promoter. (R)
(3) © TELEJOLTRNAL 
® O THE MUPPETS 
ffi ©TIC TAC DOUGH 
(2) © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
ffi O BIZARRE Featured: a spoof of the 
marriage vows of Prince Charles and La-dy 
i Diar<a; questions for famous people-a mix- 
Mip between a psychiatrist and his patient 
^::(R) -"" . "
OfflOMICOUPLE 
(S! © MARY TYLER BiOORE 
7:85 ffi O AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8d>0 ffi 0 CD @ PRIVATE BENJAMIN 
The troops at Fort Bradley are ordered to 
stonewall a rejKirter checking out rumors 
of polluted ground water. (R) ; 
©©DUTACAUTAC 
>;® © BASEBALL;; :
® 0 LITTLE BCHS2IHI THE i^J- 
RIE The Oteocs take in 3-^1 frs^ the 
cslAaaage to tali the place of NeEie. who. 
has moved to New Ytait. (Part 1) (R)q; r 
ffi 0 ffi 0 CIK32S Dosd and Sbst-r- 
Laurence welconK the Flares a^ai 
dno from Mexico, the balaad^
: : froin Qule, contorUsast f^;^er the Cows 
and the coil Nose Fivelfcgtroiq>e.iR> :; “ 
; ® © ! NUMHU) ■ UNO Ran:!®; Irena 
Szewinska of Poland, “anpetitor in five 
Ol^piads and wisaw'of seven medals, is 
'■ priced.
53) ffi SftlVZE ★* "Wlldensess Joef^f”: 
y (1S7C. Adventure) Adve^a^vA .'ybeag 
? ■ Alaskan Indian boy ri^ dsnee ia cin!^ ; 
to locate his father and destroy the -feisas 
■^ofaiarientlegeiHfa. '’ ' yy-J , ■;
51 © i^VlE * * Vi “That FiEEy Fed- 
; iag”;(lS5£y C!aa8d¥) Sandra; Dee, Befcby 
- ;; Daria. A pair of pretty inaids give out 
; tbsar new working address ta a haadsame ;
only to discover that; te's their 
;-“aew emplover.' - .i - - '.i'-y-:!:-' S--; 
8:30 @ 0 CD S WKK» IN dSONNATI 
Jennifer plats to rae |setly face and 
feminirte wiles to ; calm an ; enraged 
■ : advertiserifR)' "
(3) © TELB^BSTH^ “A* "Le 
Batard" (dern.) (ISTT. MelcdramsjAJHi^ - 
Stevens, Barry SsBivas. Sea pere saoarant,; 
le fils ssaturd d’une accieaae actrice et; 
; d’tm due anglais, appreisd qa’us docuiiKnt 
; lui assure une part dsn^iSage. ,
(g © BIZARRE Feansred; a s}»cf of the
njariM^ vows cf ftiace Charfcs aisd Lady: 
^ ^ BiacarqoesliciafK-fatBgspeqfeaBas-
1^) betwaes a isvidsatrat
- , iR)::
(g 0 TEBUl. OF A Fea­
tured: a bank-JoaD t^ficer flies the 
feowbir^ the aaohat^ team el the 
CanatSan Armed Forres; a teenage-«fivp 
60 feet frwn tfe Otynguc Pod Catw^ as 
MoiJtreal; a food suaiager ;i«epares a 
gBazEset (fijBjer ler Canada’s coo-
aiavwOTV (R) ,
(!) S TALES THE UNSSHSITHI 
«8(5) © (D Q M*A^^ Hawkeye
: movesootof the Swamp aft«-a With
B-J.aBdChaTies.(3) -
(!) © CD 0 ffi © MtSIE * A *-Tht®
.«3-jn Net KIS” {ISS2. Drama) Lee Grant,
“ySfichaei Gwysse. A detesmiEed ae&ssse
y attoreey figits to dear a mss d 
two s^ar^ mssder charges, da^te 
" eviiteacgagainst Mm. fR. y
C5) o <^EAT RAILWAY SHSHEYS
® © MQVIB AAtaxach" (1878, 
dy) Cathy Lee Oos^ Mchad Biefes- 
:TfenK^ a eompster ernar aa aitrsetive 
“ fenale athide is hied ta casaefe a bc^
- ; team
“fcSS ffi 0 FRf»nr PA^SeSALLE*^
“ CD 3 rasss RHS (Pr«mi«e) A T^
' aessee land baron leaves a vj&aapei 1^
;; ; will and tffitamast for his famiiy
and ther poor reUtHSS.y
lSti0ffl©'raEHA3S»fAL - 
; ® 0 CAKiBY A lACSY Cage^ asai ,
yLacevareasspsedtojwotectthebfecfas- 
y.’/oet^iAeaEEAcritfc: I'y
■Cl) o GREAT -Three
TSseeva- Scries: O Yeath And Beaatjt" 
S Kathryn Walker ssd Mk^ssd .
featured in Caeevff’s stay absss a mid-
' iSe^aged executive's stm^e to recai^ure
y the gtey of his coO^ ?6ar^ (R) 
y SB ffi NiiWS ■
/©©ONTESBtSS-y '“i y', 
IftKCD 0 MEiaCSCB ®OW FeatBzed; a 
: of Ahi^me-s disease^;* frem
secife dementia that jfegoes tHnreraat 
y cM^y Cacadiats atsd eases 
; cestraction <rf the brain, q '
Taaa (2) © bencontbes_“-
“= ® © )®ST (S THE WST Parker TiB-
y man's to open a bask barkfires
' when ie is takas iy r^*rs. cH)
-■-■;®@NESS. ■ y.;
;U:«!ffi0®©®©®®SSWS y 
(3) © PCSTSATf IS PBIME 
(5J © ffi © CTV NATK»ttL NEK 
W ffi 0 TEE MAS28J RAESSS OT
y THElSGIARKVkweisareQkabefcsiai 
y the dsatog the making of G«»ie
Lucas and Steves^tidher^s sp®^ta**dar
'Raiders Ot Tie last Ark” few s 
tacA at sew ae iSfsSae IB* »as 
■ tt^etiser,







- ‘' ffi - © t®e wssr OP cissm som:




i@ ® QGSCYTke head «« han^
J "chafes a,rEpesl;aB tbe death d a^famrt-
" y atiadt'v>2iin5 whae. .tnahe-J--fe;,- 'a i&r-
lt45 CB S e^iSsey ts kOt
; absBs ti iSie k ? th^ eSafcet'.-
12:^3) ffi CSiSlA^Aw “& re-itapore- 
ia^tare'(1376, Dsxae) David Cferrsttret
V ^IssJa Offiis.' ia' erm anseri-
-;;- came fe ISS.-t® je:ae femfer fe Tessa . 
: feste farttnse es Cd.facsm os AcocasaArt
V I-;
ffi Q SKTSS *’*'%» Tbs Boiae Pos- 
: sesseT (im, aystKy) ParkE- SEevesce. 
tiva Eat-acher- A rtek. fesre fca.i a ms- 
“ w^iweaifewa and goes to five tea
tar; hfesf- wah. ^ yiseg Bsse_a-'sd cmi-
IH)
. ;y-y-.
® ffi CAROL BCHSETT AND
FESSB'y-; ^ :.:y '- . - .^ y y;- ^
«:SS® ■ ©-' MOVIE rtte Gre^
Niagara" {IKA Orama) Rktan: Booee,
' ' MkharfSaas.^ vy'"-
■ y®:® MCSVIE
; Ibamai Joe Deg B^iT.MaxtiB Balsam.
Vtsam 0 lATS ICGST Wits atV2>
- - iSn^MAH Geest£ Billy
nsaJter'E'TrilMretis.aBBedjaB JsstySaa-
- felAEHMBrT3y.iEi ;:y- 2
18:40® © OCSSaiBi A fivsiol 
.2 seaferk miirfers las p.stBer..wfe-i wast^*
; to revealusg h3;lr2tfe^ besBsess
m$® 0' THS 'WCaD PBhl-.c:-'relaI^ 
eipet Stevra amd^a (David Jarsses) & 
Inred ta ^xsmgt a^tesr IMsie bated fe a
,.;-cofenssersaia!acEBi?!stperpatsdtobe8a
‘; eyewi&esi ^s*siA c.; Ciist’s'lifc,. 11
' ' y "
' l:S*5rffiME5S_y 
tM ffi© NBC NESS OVSSEST 
- tss® o MOVIE **t*'-:--Sesfeefe*:“
(XST3. Drama) Geoe Sashmarj, Al i^aeiao. 
iM® © MOSlE^v-*^ “Hebe! aibe; 
: . Hisad~-:.!lSTS, AdvestsT^ Robert: fife.
■ fkegHenry. :
SUNDAY EVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
Beachcombers Hangin’ In Heritage Testament 01 Youth - Part 1 Music In The Air
® Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches Teiejournal
ABC Movie; "The Bad News Bears” ABC Movie: "A Star Is Born”
® Flintstones CHIPS NBC Movie: "The Archer”
® Thrill Liftlest Hobo Today’s FBI Quincy The Best Of W5
60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeffersons Trapper John, M.D.
The Greatest American Hero CHIPS Quincy The Best Of W5
Odyssey Previews Nova: "Finding A Voice" Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke's America:
© Movie; "Room Service" Probe Contact Community Forum 700 Club
© Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "1 Never Sang For My Father" 60 Minutes
© 60 Minutes
Father Murphy | Movie; "The Archer”
SUNDAY
EVENING
6:00 ffi 0 WALT DISNEY “The Strange 
Monster Of Strawberry Cove” Three teen­
age detectives become involved in a coast­
al smuggling operation while trying to 
save their teacher’s job. (Part 2) (R) 
®©LASEMAINEVERTE 





ffi Q NUMERO UNO Belgium’s Eddy 
Merckx, the world’s greatest competitor in 
the ^rt of cycling, is profiled.
53) (D STAR TREK
52) ®M*A*S»H
53) ffi EVERY^DYS BUSINESS 
3:80 ffi 0 HOW COME?
ffi 0 ffi 0 FOR THE REXXIRD 
(2) 3 NEWS
ffi Q ODYSSEY “Seeking The First 
Americans” Archaeologists from Texas to 
Alaska search for clues to the identity of 
the first people to tread the American con- 
tinent.(R)cp
53 © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
53) © LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: Mark 
Sager.
7:00 ffi 0 THE BEACHCOMBERS An 
attempt to free a jammed log with dyna­
mite results in Nick and Jesse being help­
lessly pinned down as a brush fire advanc­
es toward them. (R) q 
(3) © CHEZ DEINISE "Denise et Jean- 
Paul, amoureux”
® 0 MOVIE ***% “The Bad News 
Bears” (1976, Comedy) Walter Matthau, 
Tatum O’Neal. A whiskey-sipping Little 
League coach transforms his losing team 
into pennant contenders by signing up two 
of the meanest, toughest players around. 
(R)
(!) 0 THE FUNTSTONES The Flint- 
stones and the Rubbles meet some strange 
characters while visiting Rocksylvania.
(R) ___ _
f Al THRm, OF A 1.1 FlklTiMIK Fea­
tured: a young girl ice-skates with Canadi­
an champion Tracey Wainman; a 17-year- 
old high scbool student plays guitar in con­
cert with the rock group ’Triumph; a 
Montreal librarian finds herself a comic- 
strip character. {R)q 
(D 3 53 ffi 80 MINUTES 
(9 0 THE GREATEST AMERICAN
HERO Ralph and Bill investigate the 
attempted suicide of a Federal agent who 
was brainwashed in Vietnam 12 years ear­
lier.
O ffi MOVIE ** 14 “Room Service” 
(1938, Comedy) Marx Brothers, Lucille 
Ball. A theatrical group attempt to remain 
in a hotel without paying by trying to con­
vince the management that they have the 
measles.
63 ® STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:80® 0 RANGIN’ IN Kate tries to 
improve a family’s outlook on a retarded 
member, and Mike helps a girl cope with 
her father’s remarriage. (R) q 
(3) © US BEAUX DIMANCHES “Le 
grand casino”
(!) 0 LITTLEST HOBO Hobo joins an 
elderly man (Ray Walston) able to read the 
minds of animals to combat a gang of gold 
thieves.(R)q __
(5) 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel host an informative look 
at what’s new at the movies. (R)
8.-<)0 ffi 0 HERITAGE “Barkerville: Gold 
And Mountain Fever” In 1862, former sea­
man Billy Barker (Glenn Macitonald) 
strikes gold ■ in tbe' British Columbia wil­
derness, inspiring various fortune-seekers 
including young Scottish poet James 
Anderson (Paul Rothcry) to seek their own 
claims in tbe same territory.
(1) 0 d) 0 CHIPS Jon and Steve track 
down a hit-and-nm driver who turns out to 
be a master thief plotting a major dia­
mond heist. (R);
(!) 0 TODAYS FBI Ben and his agents 
go undercover to crack the robbery ring 
responsible for a series of hold-ups. (R)
® @ ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie gets a new lawyer who wants to run 
the bar his own way. (R)
(!) 0 NOVA “Finding A Voice" Several 
victims of severe speech disabilities relate 
how they overcame their handicaps. (R) q 
52) © MOVIE **'4 “1 Never Sang For 
My Father” (1970, Drama) MelvynUoug- 
las. Gene Hackman. A middle-aged man 
tries to communicate with his domineering 
80-year-old father after his mother’s 
death.
53 ffi FATHER BSURPHY Father Mur­
phy fights to get four of his youngsters out 
of a brutal workhouse, and finally learns 
why elderly mountain man, Eli McQuade, 
abandoned his young friend at the orphan­
age, (Part 2)
8:80 (3) © LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les 
Grandes Aventures de I'Himalaya” ;
(D §B ONE DAY AT A TIME Alex goes 
out on his first date. (R)
®ffiPROBE
9:00 (3) 0 TESTAMENT OP YOUTH 
(Return) Vera Brittain (Cheryl Campbell) 
is determined to go to Oxford, despite the 
obstacles placed in her path by tradition 
and her loving hut conventional father.; 
(Part 1 of 5) (R)
® 0 MOVIE **yE “A Star Is Blorn” 
(1976, Musical) Barbra Streisand, Kris 
Kristofferson. Feeling his own popularity 
slipping as his young wife’s career is on 
the rise, a big-name star turns to the bottle 
for comfort. (R) ^ ^
(!) 0 53) © MOVIE * * V2 “The Arch­
er” (1981, Adventure) Lane ; Caudell, 
George Kennedy. A young wanderer in a 
world of witchcraft and black magic sets; 
out to find a sorcerer who is the only per- : 
son who can help him regain his rightful 
Utle.(R)
® 0 ffi 0 QUINCY Quincy tries to 
exonerate a nurse who was charged with 
negligent homicide. (R)
(D 0 ALICE Alice is reunited with her 
best friend and singing partner from high 
school.(R) • '■ 2.''22'':''2:'-:;2.,;...
ffi 0 MASTERPIECE THEATRE “Dis­
raeli: Dizzy” Encouraged by his success in; 
verbal debates with some of England’s 
most prominent politicians, 2;Disraeli;, 
decides to stand for Parliament; (Part 1)
..■“R)qr-
. (n)ffiC»NTACT. .
9:89® © LES BEAUX DIMANCHK 2
-.'"Musigue”;;
CD © THE JEFFERSOMS One of: 
George’s stores is destroyed by a fire. (R); 
(0) ® OOMMUNTTY FORUM
KfcOO ffi 0 MIMC IN THE AIR “The Merry
Widow" The ciasssic Franz Lehar.operetta;;;2; 
focusing on a prince who finds: himself ; ; 
forced;to marry the widow:of the king: 2: 
dom’s wealthiest subject for economic rea- ; 
sons, is jjerformed by the Hamilton Phil­
harmonic Orchestra and the; Elmer Iseler ;;;;; 
Singers. 2; ^
ffi 0 ® ® THE BEST OF W5 Fea- 
2 tured: the use of robots on aMembly lines; 
the widow of Eric Liddell, the ; runner ; 2 
whose life is dramatized in the Oscar-win-;; 2; 
: ning movie “Cha;riots Of Fire”; the ganie 
of polo; Louis St. Laurent, the grandson;of' >f 
a Canadian Prime Minister! (R)
(D 0 TRAPPEIR JOHN, M.IX2/t social : ■ ; 
worker is brutally beaten while trying; to .;; 
rehabilitate a pair of teen-age prostitutes. : 2
' - (R) . '.:2
ffi 0 ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
53 ffi 60 MINUTES
10:80® © LE TELEJOURNAL 7 SPORT- 
DIMANCHE 
03) ffi 700 CLUB 
11:00 ffi 0THE NA’nONAL
(ffi © CINEJ-CLUB ★*14 “Les: Bandits “ 
d’Orgosolo” (1961, Drame) Michele Cossu, 
Peppeddu Cuccu. En Sardaigne, un berger 
devra s’enfuir, se sentant compromis par 
trois bandits refugies chez lui. 
(I)0(D®NEWS 
® © ffi ® CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
53 © ON THE BUSES 
fl31 GIDBAL NEWSWEEK 
11:15® © NEWS
11:80 © © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(ffi 0 NEWS
11:80 ® 0 RHYTHM AND RAWLS Lou 
" Rawls: welcomes guests Linda .Clifford, , 
Taste Of Honey,; Andrae; Crouch, Kool. &
The Gang, Chuck Berry, Bobby Womack 
Vahd Patty/Austin & James Ingram in a 
felute to the top rhythm and blues songs of 
the year.
(D0CBSNEWS
53 ® MOVIE ★★★/“The Inheritance” 
(1948, Suspense) Jean Simthons, Derrick;;;;*! 
/ DeMarney. In Victorian England, a fearful 
yoiing girl falls under the control of her ; ;.
TUESDAY EVENING AUGU^ '[0,1932
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:0a 9:30 10:00 10:30
2®^ Country2 Barney Miller ; Nature Of Things 3's(tompaf!y Too Ctosa Habsrial 2; ;
Thfili^22/
2®/ Regional 2 2/../ Teiejournal Nous Les^Comiques:‘’Ma Femme Eii Dingue” 2 2 PrenietePa£ej/2.;22-'22 2 -- geKXffibes"
mi PM Northwest The Muppets Happ“0aysx Laverne 3's Company Toe Close 22 Hart To Kart ' “ 2 “ 2 2
2® Entertainment 2 TicTac Dough Father Murphy 2 “ 2 2 Bret Maverick McOaio’s law2:2
i'®* Jeffersons Stars On fee i Falcon Crest 2 2 2 2 . Honky Tonk Trapisrfcftfi, MTL;; / 2 422 “
Joker's Wild .2 Asked For It 2 2
Universe 2 /j Two Of Us CBS Movie; "The Solitary IkSatT 2 22 224'
®: jeffersons 22 Stars On Ice 2 FaiconCrest ; V Honky Tonk | Hart To Kart
m MacNeil /. ^ ^ Advehture:. .Oanger UXB. yi 2 ; 2 -- Mystofjf 2 ■ 1 Ifco. f «
;© Hogan’s Heroes Baseball: Oakland A’s At Seattle Mariners 2 2 - 2 2 / **/ 2 2 2 : /
.tews22'22“22
©2 Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie:"Brother John” 2 4 2 2 2 2/2J OntheBesK
©22 jVancouver 2 2 Love Boat -' ■ 222 -;2,2;; //22-/ / {* The FertoPresaate; 224:2- 2 22:
evil uncle who plans to make sure she is ;
to collect an inheritance;“; ;;22 ;2; 2“2 not alive
11:45 ffi:;® BiOVIS ★*★; “Myi/Cousin 2,!2:
2 Rachel”! (1953, Myste^);6livia de HaviI“22
land, Richard Burton. Based on the novel 
2 2 by Daphne du Maurier. The heir to a con­
siderable fortune attempts to firitf put tif 2“ 
the woman he loves is really a murderess.
CD 0 ALL IN THE FAMBLY 
il:S5 d) 0 NEWS
18^)8 03)® NEWS '
: ; 53 !©; CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS
lt:<» (S ;0: MOVIE * * %2“Zaady’s ;Bride’’.!
8:(M> Sf 0 CBCEVENIKGNEWS 
/ (ffi © QUINCY“Le Meurtre d’un pretre” 
“ (ffi® ABC NEWS . 2 
V;.®® NBC NEWS:-.' ‘:;'2 2:2^
“(90(1)©NEWS! 2: !2 i.: “ 
22(2)@c3SNEWS2;.:/2*,; 
2 ffi 0 MCTOE IN THE HOUSE 
(OffiSANFORDANDSON 2 2 
53 ® M*A»S*H 2/22!2'/':
53 ©teats LIFE
; 6:30 (ffi 0 ® 0 NEira 22 
2® @ PJ'i MAGAJHNE A high!school 
; drill team is followed to a natiozial edmpe- 
c/. titioa; a visit to a ventnloquist’s cbnven-;
; (1974;2 Romance) * Gene i Hackman, Liv 
Ullmahn.
2:tion!2
“ffi 0 BUSINESS REPORT^.:;' 2/' '22'2“;- 
22(1]) ffi BOB NEWHART 
“(S)©EERESLUCY 
“ 53 © WHAT WILL THEY THINK <Hf 
NEXT
7:08 ffi ©OOUNTRYINMYSOUL 
2 (ffi © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 P.M. NORTHWEST 
2 ® ® BNTBRTAINME4T TONIGOT/ 2: 
“(ffi 0 TEE JKF?ERS)fS 
“® ® JOK^S WILD 
“ ffi 2 © “THE 2JEFF®?S>NS; One of 
- rGeorge’s'stores is d^trbved by a fire. (R) 22 
Sid)® MAJ34EIL/LEIEEiHSREPOItT 2
03 ® O © HOGANS HEROES 
“G3t@'VANCOUVS5t 
7:80 @ @ BAHNEY.MIMSR Barney and 
2 his men scramble tc cope with gang war- 
. fare in Chinatown v^en the mayfe 
2 demands action. (Part 1) (R) q ;: 2^
@ © TELEJODRNAI. 
®®THEMOPPETS 
©©TTCTACDOTGH 
(ffi ©ffi© STAIRS ON ICE Guests: Jo 
Jo Starbudt, Lynn Nightingale. (R) : 2 2
2 ® e YOU ASKED FCS rr 
53 ® BAS^ALL Oakland A’s at Seattle 
mariners !:2;;
53 ©BURY TYLER MOORE 2 2 
?:S5 (1) © AMEHKAK ADVENTURE 2 2 2 
8:00 CD @ NATURE 7BIHGS A maga- 
22 zine edition explores rndd^n uses of a^a- 
2 nn, the effort to pr«eree the feastal rain 
forests of Windy Bay in the Queai Chart 
2; lOtte Islands, afe a;flo(ir mill in England 
! that opreates on tidal power. (R) -
ffi © KWJSLESOOaKBJES "Ma
, 2 femme est dingue” (1974, CoEoedie) Baiba^ 
:vra2 Streisand. 2Michael2Sarraiin. Une 
2fenjne;«apraate;a na gas^^ I’argect 
2 necessaire pour qne son mari realise ses 
/ambitions.
d) ® HAI^Y DA'SS Rega and Freaie 
2 onknowiDgly date the same gizl, and Mart 
ife leatfe the sereet behind Remasd's old
love letters. (R)-.. .
® 0 FATHER MORPHY .A miner and 
2 his partiEr team ap with a scfcocltta<i»r 
to protect a group of yfeo^ters^ieft 
2 orphans bv a ;gold credractafics.
2’“Part l)(R)q!2 . 2222;; “:22
® © ffi O FALCm CHEST Oase's 
2 mother (Lana TBrner) 2 aBysterioesIy; 
2 reteins to Falcon Crest agaia^/Aa^'s 
2' hitterdisapprovaijR)^;-*;-!!:;- - 2''
CD 0/ UJOVSSSS Walter/ Crrefete 
rejxHts fe varions occorrcnces afe phe-^^ 
2 comeaahitlsewortdofscjswe;;/ /; ; - :
(f) 0 DAI^ER UZB “With tore Proa 
2 Adidf” Brian’s injsries Save left him siat- 
irefe and fee wonders if fee can refen to 
2 {femal fife « if he has become addfiSed te 
tfe dacgfeocs life of bfeih fisposal (Part 
22i3)(HVq; ////“z “2 :2 2 2 2“;;2““_- 
® © MOOTS *★★
(1972, Ifiama) Sdn^ Prefer^ Bradfcfe, 
Dfllafer A mjrtcfBos man’s retspra tfehs; 
2 feosme tewn touches off a ser^ rf fefe®
/ reacthmsamo!^ the towssfe^ " -2 ; .2/2- 2 
8:83(3) O LAVKRKE & SSIHLBY lausy 
and Sqaiggy’s firiaB^ipa threatesed by 
2 the rea^jearance «rf Sqtuggjfe P*) 
//p 2;2 ! / ■ !!2/;‘! :.2 22 2 2 J/.;,:.2
2 ffi O THE TWO or OS Naaraerg^
2 Br«rtwood of bring <Ss!^fal whfe fe
- frets a rival talk show fesiess. (R):/
e (3) e TEE^S2O0ia?A^2
Janet undergoes a drastic pers«al2ty .
tiange wbar she beoanes a Sfeofe breii-:
sben.(R)q -■ /2//2 /22“2'2' 2“-:
® S SRETHAVSiCEMareiHi tries ,
to catch the SearW fe a istO|ttan gro^ that 
2 has fleeced Sweetwater fan^ss rest fe 
' theirla«L(p3rtlHRj ■ - /
® O (i) © BtSiKY Tt^ HrenpiB’ 
RfBsie Hawkiis vrefc«!5«Tfeya Ifeker,
2 Jesicfer Waross and Beverly ITAizgeja, 
m '-2' 2" 2 / '■ -.'rt:;/'. :
2 ffi05K>VIE **)»rTfeSfetaryMas”
!/ slSTs, Drassa) Earl HaHimas, Carrie 
2 asedgresE. The world fe a bte-cfelar tarn- 
sly is trea apart wfechis wi&
eablv dsEBufe a divwce-(R)
“ ® O mystery-Hampde tX Ife 
2 - lev, Rranpole And Use Case Of Itedity" 
“ : Ecnqicle ’take ce to case of a man who 
2- stands aaassed fe attacking to massgtsr 
2 2 ofa!k;sresiree.(Part2)(R)q 
©ffiLOVEHlAT
S d) O ToocuosEFcmcca^
“ FOST April afe Jackie try to frenre a 
“ recoarifiatioa bfewew a%y :md his
2 22ffi^JSEiBSESPAlS2 222 2 
IfcOe CD O THE HATSStAL
® S d) O hart TO HART Tfe Karts
. deckte to play alresg whea STmeoeg tr^ t@.
/i 'break£h«Eup.!R)q “ 2////" z:-^. ;
2 2® 0 lgX3-AI*rS LAW Tfe Cfey 
2 who can identify a pair fe roifers is a 1®-; 
2“ rear-oW fey whfee fearful ersahsr rfesses 
: 2-tafel&imtasSifv;.{R)'!• z; ' 22 “2'/ 
“ffi © IHAPFES ,K®N. BCD. A social 
wreker is fcrotally beats^ while try^ to 
2; ; rriaislitate a pair rf leeo-a|e profetotfe.: 
2’-2{R) 2//!;2’ ,2 “;/.
“2 ® Q jgjvA "FaaSsg A Vfece^ Seserfe . 
22 ra-«-:?rt^ ef-^rere drtaHlities relate
2 2 isow thev Qvggstpe toir bandifaps- TO q
•“ g3©^TSgEC^-2'2 2:
K/ (I$©TBBPCaUHPBESSTffIS 
lft2S® S THE LAND Tfe gdd bcem ia
2 ; towsai g recalled, with an t^)dat«rfook 
; atso|j3is$maled metfedsoowb^^esed le -
22 extract to rafitato eeggts. Q
laJO (ffi S9 RBCCglfRES 2 / “




2 (f) Q Ui CSS®GCLE “Kredsar Serrir- 
22 at Is Los A^d« Ready?" FaSreaL feate
2 ; aiai Iscai fovermarea ecageaCT ^atss far ;
f/A rnKteurtiafetrattokartmiffiBed^ "
i 2 5$ © SIAISEY AKD EOICS “ 2 
S @©DOCS(»ISTBEKJaS 
SSmSPOSSSPACS 2.,-22!.-;/ 
ua* ffi © VANCKJVS BLAJ©MSSS
■2/(i)©KBWS/2!/!::rt/:;2/.,2.//!:.-2//2.22:
lis d) S BARNEY MOIS
ffi O ASCISWXNSSSlICiS 
w © TMSar Sast Jdtssr Qsagm :^
2 CtostE Pr. RfeS wes Rcy Clark.
- -ffiSCSXlS-GPi'
2- ffi Q SSEAS PBSSSSES Ec*:* Efess 
//: aad Gkss fee:2aa.iaisraa-ire tai 
. 2 3t:wfear« aewattfenisvto.// :!2.
/ S’©AL^Afice.a»dtfe|^Tgfecto^ 
Saektoirba4fea^sto*ksdf3rfel (H)! 
UHSffi ® ALSE Ve-a fegsfefe .TataEsre 
2 ' With Briaa a secife fifea ASce. hiri aae 
.. -2Ffa.(ai 2-722.-2>
Itaffi -© QNEHA tetor*
: :1S71. Otaire) TliBOtiy Bretsss.
“ Jeff , Aa2 ’Itoas., - tc /1SS9.;:>S..
isj^a^taire .de'rtor-to.sHt ce rnasta-y
11:90® B FANTASY ELAND A beamdd 
deaf chance la become a
'-- 'aar, aa*j a. ces«^'we2 gss&ler
.. faatasis!withasoefc.lwreker.»*Q : 2
- "'iHSTWCOlB .2. 2'- ./ .2-.;/:-/'
® © CAROL BUKHETT -ASB 
-/fEIEHDB :/ 4/ ;
13^ ffi 0 liHmE w^^Tfe BfefeHs AsS
... :2TfeMcCDys’’(lS7S.rTatofto'* Pala<5c«.
;/2SteveFerrest; : .2 2"2 2;-
2. ffieSiaSiB.w*;
2 siSTi,! Drama)'.Etea'::!
/■.2Assa^ 2 -: './?2 s
2 © M0C3iSSJ.Acaasii .fiads AAwd
2 / .'^'cn an a^rttnefe sstecay, bfe tobody
- ■isgs^^pears.beffeefetos start S^ssv*^ .
2 "gator.TO* - / /'2!2!2 r2. -2...;.;; 2- 2 .//■ 2:
S T^ wma .Afcwefit Dferit
r '..ctergnsaa-z'^ife W.Hsasss} .
.-dawuace- to Bes E-toto .8EabB.few*-,
2 2t»3saefeitoetoee-y^cT!iSsfte‘.rtto*i
!- !■ tsialarsr «sw«tftSjfeTOto2|TOt., 2.!-!. .
ma® m LATE K23r2KirH DAVID 
ISJTSamf asestr totof ;Jas RaifpU 
'. ;■ Bzrewassl Frar^- Zr^ia sto. to 
-■ Mores. .-2 .2-2'-’ 2!'/ 2- //.//2 2 2
{Tl©<gSCfX3TJE
:ilSffiSKEBS_A“ 2=/22 2 
fc»® a NBCNSSOYSRSESI 2:222 2 
l^ffi 0 MSOTS ★* % “The Yoerg War- 
2 |reB”2 fls'S.-Atoefejce) Wtret- Ttoas.
*‘2;MiitoeiGfeh3r4/:2,2: 2;/'--“2
SM ® © “Tfeeto <aaa»
.'/-.Ta Tseto (1S72, DrtB*) .Lkfd'
PalHii^r.:**/-*-2 /.2,!; 'S'/!:...
ALFmi S3CS3DCai2PSEr 
2- SfiiSS -222.2; :2
' S30® a IflOOTE *;* * -.“A WariE De«»s-" 
2 .,bari* (1973, Hrenaari^ Pritor. Efert-
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Wednesday, August 4, 1982 THE REVIEW B9
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . . L f^iscellaneous For Sale
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine, Auto ft Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
656-1313






2384 BEACON AVENUE Ph. 656-6012
Dutch Landscaping & Co.
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations. Free Estimates.
Ail phases of gardening — Reasonable prices. 656-9391
P Z W 6955 West Saanich Rd.
«• « YY- . ;Residential. Commercial, and, , Brentwood Bay
Landscaping Ltd. GoU course construction ;, , ^









ON AUGUST 7, 1982, Garage Sale at 
Brentwood United Church hall, West 
Saanich Road. Included are 8 restored 
antique ice cream parlour chairs. Coffee 
and cookies served from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m.,35c 31
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 
Draws. Info. 656-5316 evenings. 255-34
Furniture 
For Resit
Qreen - Scene Landscapmg
652-3089 “lUeas Through PlfitUing" COMPLETE SERVICE
Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
Lawns (Seed or Sod)
® Lawn & Garden Mainlenance 
® Pruning & Spraying 
® Fencing, Cement Work ,
HALME Horticuiturai Services Technical liac|(gro!jii{l. All phases of jandscapfng. 656-3078evenings
d A.
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies: cement and concrete mixes, etc.
_ :W will supply material and information lor D6:ll-Yoursell.
COMPARE;OUR PRICES:.:';";^; ^ 
Ope'n Saturdays Phone 652-0522 (7 to 5}
CANOE COVE 
11 ARINA LID.
MARINE ENGINES DIESEL S GAS
Complete installations
/Rebuilding . exhaust ;systems;- for 
>[Dleasure„’ commercial;; and;
656-5633
SAiLER’^ interior — Exterior
Paper HangingPainting i 
Decorating Ltd. 656-4487 656-5646
Painting & phee estimates
GOHDON OREfi Decorating ,
Wallcoverings 056-439/
mmm (1981) LTD.
"Big or Small 







Rprt Mnrrpu Humbing & Heating
Wwl 1 IVIUIIwy ; V Now Construction and Repairs : '
Licensed Plumber ■-Yrr-: Bpedalizing in Hot'Waler Heatlng:
113410'All Bay Rd., Sidney Plidno 656-1580
Graham's Roofing
t: .^656-0626
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Repairs to Vents: 
;Eavos; & Chimney
-'^ ^ SAMI' ■!','Worningior:^
Shakes, Shingles, Tar '
“THE” ROOFER d G,a,ou n^pai.s 658-81S0;
SfKWAIll'rtlLlSOh^^






LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
bum Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 299-0666. tf
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selection of good and 
beautiful books for all ages. Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523-tfn
ATTENTION FISHERMEN - Lead cannon 
balls - most sizes85 cents a pound. 656- 
4545 or656-4971. 134-31
FIREWOOD. Get your winter supply 
now. Fir and alder, split and delivered,
$90 percord. 656-4827; 656-7118. 251- 
' 31 .; "
VILAS MAPLE drop leaf table, 4 chairs, 
$400; small Hitachi vacuum, $50; large 
birdcage, $12-50.652-1057 214-31
BED CHESTERFIELD with matching 
chair; china cabinet; mini motor bike. 
Excellent condition. 652-9387 after 6:30 
p.m. 284-31
ABOVE GROUND POOL, ladder, $35.; 
round pool cover, 15' diameter, $35. 
652-3031 evenings. 283-33 ;
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 ■ 3RD ST.„ ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOODSELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SlNGLEr SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING: ONLY $197. ’291-32 
SMALL HUSQVARNA QHAINSAW. As
new, $125; Woods minhbike, very good 
■, -'condition, $175; 1978 GMC diesel 
pickup, excellent, $5,800.652-2747 
■ ;:,2'8;8:-3;'L-;:,
ROLLAWAY BED. Asking$50.656-2600 ; ■ 
282-31
COMPLETE SCTmaple bunk beds, no ;
( mattr^ses: $150 firm:;656-4326 after 6:1 
p.m. 273-32„;:
MAN'S 21" 3-SPEED Sears bicycle. Like 
new. 656-5053 270-31
HAVE LARGE STOCK 2x3 spruce, ^
lengths. No's. 1 and 2.13c lin. ft. F.O.B. 
our yard. 652-1171;. 652-3798, 
evenings. 261-34
^DER FIREWOOD, logging truck load^
approx..10.cords $550; 3 cords unsplit, 
$210; individual cords unsplit, $80. 
immediate delivery. 388-6275; ask for;5 
I/ pager #2570 260-341;
SINGER SEWING MACHINE in cabinet,! 
y :i:excellent.cohdition, $75 or offers; bread;;; 
maker:$20; 656-7052 evenings. 257-31 
SANDAK SHOES for all the familyrs
year, 50%/ replacemerij warranty. For 
shoe parties, or individual sales, 652- 
; ;., ''SOSBv-^; J:^^V-/;/;Vr';;l^;/;;/:;: V028-36 ’;/ 
PADDLE FANS The original fan store.
' Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues;! 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East ! 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS. 
L^^^^ PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266-ll6l, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-9714, R i c hm ond 2 7 3 -6 8 2 9, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566, Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet,; 
256-7501, Winlow. 226-7343,
! Whitehorse; 667-7332.; ; ;. na-tf
NEW WOODEN PICNIC, TABLES with 
/ four chairs; three dilfercnt;;sizes. Four 
205-4 radial tires on Chcv rims. Phone 
afterS p.m. 652-9341 " 202-31
KODACOLOR NEGATIVE FILM 20c roll 
with processing “and coupon. 12 ex-;; 
jiosures $5.80 , 24 exposures $9.65, 36 
' exposures $13,35, ? pi us 6 % tax, $ 1,00 
handling; Book of; 25 coupons $5.00.
; Quality I^ioto Sen/icei Box 2890 
, ; Vancouver, B.C, V6B 3X4 ^
meat band saws; Sliding stainless steel ; 
lablos, 16;' cutting height, $849,00 less 
motor, Agricuilural use, $799.00. John 
; Papp, 1255 Quoohsbuty, Victoria, B.C, 
V8P2E1, Phone384-8U9 / !na32 
URIne-ERASE guarantoesremoval, dogi;
:; i cat, l^uman urine stains,; odors: frofri/ 
carpe (s; Regard loss of stain ago; Free 
brochure, Reidoll Chemicals Limited,; 
Box 7Sd0v Condon, Ontario N5Y4X8 :
' no31
C emornu jmunum
3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 




MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY.
English riding lessons. Horses provided. 
All students started individually. 1793 
W. John Rd., Sidney, 656-3167 070-34
LOVABLE MALE NEUTERED MUTT, 
collie-type wants home with farm folk. 
I'm affectionate, adore children and 
adults and need to live in the country, 
either on a farm oracreage. My mistress 
thinks the world of me but lives in the 
city and wants what's best for me. Please 
give me a home. Call Charlotte at 384- 
5687 32
FOR RENT, lovely 5 stall barn, including 
2 large paddocks and use of well-lit 
outdoor riding ring. Located at 1793 
West John Rd., Sidney. Available Sep- 
temberlS.656-3167- 286-32
HEALTHY, PLAYFUL 6 week old kittens 
need good homes. Long and short 
haired. 656-9425 272-31




VANCOUVER ISLAND — Recession 
proof business by owner. Fully equipped,
; estabi ished donut shop. Sa les current ly 
$230,000.00 Showing strong ;60%
; annual Igrowth. ; Excellent /location ; on A 
busy section; of;T.C. Highway,; Duncan, 
B.C. The ;owner;is selling fbl pressing/; 
personal reasons,; and a, prompt reply isl 
absolutely essential. This is a rare op­
portunity to live in a beautiful part of 
Vancouver Island and to step, fully 
trained into a profitable and growing 
business. Asking $140,000.00. V7rite 




earth /Sheltered;';ftomi&s'- Write; phone: 
Independent Option Systems, Box 3404 




FISH & CHIPS Take-out thriving family 
business. All equipment and stock in­
cluded. Can start immediately. Will train 
if required. $49,500 firm. 656-6722 39 
SMALL SASKATCHEWAN TRANSPORT 
FIRM would like to obtain a small B.C. 
Firm with Authorities, Mail enquiries 
with copies to Box 1300, Melfort, 
Saskatchewan, SOE 1 AO na31
EARN UP TO $60,000.00 PART-TIME. 
Due to the uniqueness of our business, 
distributors with hard work can make an 
income of $20,000.00 toS60.000.00 and 
more this coming year, with no in­
terference with their present work. The 
capital and inventory costs are as little 
as $6,900.00. This can start you on the 
way to Financial Independence. This is 
not a franchise. For further information 
write; Interprovincial Marketers Inc., 
304-2540 Shaughnessy Street, Port 
Coquitlam, B.C. V3C 2Y6 or phone 112- 
941-0261 Extension#346. na31
FiSH & CHIPS Take-out thriving family 
business. All equipment and stock in­
cluded. Can start immediately. Will train 






Join our private charier buses August 
141h or 151h. $35 includes bus fare 
and entrance fee.
Buses depart Strathcona Hotel or 
Sidney Travelodge. Call Carolyn at 
LibmanTravel, 656-0138. 32
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid- 
;;ney.-;. ■;,/' !'./;■'■ ;!.:::! ^Tf-
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 - 3RD ST , ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTM E NT, MOB I LE HOM E, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER. A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEENORKING.ONLY$197. 291-32 
ANNIE, ASTROLOGER AND ADVISOR. 
Taro cards; palm readings; 901 Empress 
Ave , corner Quadra. Open 10 am. -10 
p:m: No appointment-nectary! 1/2: 
/ price.for-readings. - ' C-34.
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. ' tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
LOW RANGE ITOICES WANTED by
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion hall on Mils Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 ft
SENIORS [60 or more] New to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre offers classes, activities and a 
warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call 656-5537 32
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. ■ 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 
Draws. Info. 656-5316 evenings. 256-34 
MEET NEW FRIENDS, singles and 
couples. Learn to square dance every 
Wednesday from Septembers. Call 652- 
5524, Spares 'n' Pairs Square Dance 
Club 33
RED CROSS BLOOD DONOR CLINIC, 
Wednesday, August 11 . Sidney Rotary, 
Sanscha Hall, 2243 Beacon Ave., 2-8 
p.m. 31
A VEGETARIAN POTLUCK PICNIC, held 
by V.l. Vegetarian Assoc, at Beaver Lake 
Park, Sunday, August 8, 12:30 p.m. 
Please bring food to share, also plates, 
cups and utensils. Everyone welcome. 
Info, 656-6583 31
VICTORIA WATERFRONT ENHAN­
CEMENT SOCIETY meeting Tuesday, 
August 10, 7:30 p;m. at 521 Superior 
St., Victoria. Info. 384-5178 ! 31
Helices
JENNIFER LINDSAY SCHOOL OF 
HIGHLAND DANCING now taking 
registrations for fall classes. For in­
formation, telephon'e656-2895;; 259-33
Bysiness;
REGISTER NOW for Tiger Claw School of 
Gung Fu: Gold saish to advaino^;/Anti- 
Rape Tai-Chi Go Ju;; karate:; Qualified 
instruetdr. Phone' 656-6693 for in­
formation pamphlets. 064-36
Mirasty of Transportatioa 
Highways
V ' SaasBch District
' Tender:tor;()enioliIi6n 0) house at 840 Tolmie’Avenue.;
The.Minisify ol Transportation & Highways wili.receive , 
Tenders lor the Oemolilion and tetrioyal ol the house/al 
, 840 Tolmie Avenue up unlii'2'p.m. ThursOayr August 5/: 
1982.
Tenders- are to: be/submitted to the Oistricl: Highways 
./manager/at the Saanich Dis!ripl :otiice’.: Speciticalions:
; can be obtained trbm this'0tlice;at Ste!03:4475 View!
I mont Avenue. Victoria B.C.
/me :work'•generally: consistsrol tne:: demolition-and '| 
:• removal ol the house anO^concrete.loundations'; anfl the'. | 
hacklilling. and levelling ol the property. :> .
G.W. Harper.
District Highways Manager ’ „
:; lor Minister ot Transporlalion 
. & Highways 
Oaied July 22. 1982 
at.Saanich.'B C.
Don’t be disappointGd!;,













7117 W. Saanich Rd.
HOCKEY, BASEBALL and other gum 
cards, cash, Will pick up. 4 77-065i8 233> 
,"3 2,'''ih" 
WANTfeT5.Tusod double ; barrel 410
shotgufi, folding typo with hammer 
proterrod. Must bo sorvicoablo, Have 
(iroarmrx»rmll.65fi-3471 ovonings, 278*
UPHOUtTEFHNO, etc. , Jerry Hevoel
^CtuttrAnteailCiislom Wunt • Ouniity Fabrnts ‘tSSO Wftll(tc«,|D*r.;
'THIS SPACE COULD BE YOiLJH^ 
FOR ONLY "20 A MONTH
APARTMENT/CARPORT SALE, Haven
■ Villti,' pe^thav»»n Dr:!' I4irtnny/ '
1 Saturday, August 7i;TO a.ni. ’,4 p m. 
Lady's gold club* arid bagiturniture;; 
exercise bike; anchor winch; Dickinson 
Chesapeake Oil Heater; load binders: 
ratchet hoists; propane wmp stove;
J dishes: etc,, etc,:-/!;; ; ' ;/;'26 »‘31 ■/
/Tho Blanket Classltiodis ol lh0 D,C, ft; Yukon Comnnunlly Nawspapors 
Association allow you to plaqo your classIMod ad In moro than YO* 
nowspapois in nearly every subinban and rural market bolwedn Van- 
couverandWhllehorso. ! / -
Pno phone ccdl^
Call our Claffilliod Dopattmonl/ 
and an Ad Vlser will explain how 
the system works, help you wrllo 
tho ad, and send il to the Head Of 
;(|COOlB,eY,CNA„/v /' '
Lot us do the hard work, Wo can 
dehvor ■your ad to some 350,CX;>0 
hoilsoholds and more than a 
million readers throughout BG, ft
;iho.Yu'kon!'.j;:''';'..;;, l;'
Onoliivoieo.
You or 'your socrotarv will dlb ono 
-;,8m'ipla^bl)pi;papoi;work,
The' 'only' <0'coyer'B.C’'and'"'
, the Yukon with a classified ad and 
ll'ssoeasy •
:2S words
fot moto tliar* 25 words thord fc




9825 •SrdSfwet, Sidney; 8S81151
BIO
the review Wednesday, August 4, 1982
What’s the matter? Are you 
touchy, jittery, nervous and 
wondering when the next shoe is 
going to be dropped? Do you 
have the “Monday mroning 
blues” every morning of the 
week, and even during the af­
ternoon and evening? Do things 
at work annoy and irritate you 
way out of proportion?
Do you feel like jumping out of 
your skin or grabbing a freighter 
. . . to anywhere? You’re likely 
reaching “danger zone” of stress 
and it’s time to take some action, 
says B.C. Heart, an organization 
in B.C. since 1957 with one aim 
. . “heart health”.
What is stress?
It is a mobilization of bodily 
defenses in response to a 
physical, psychological or social
threat ... an “emergency 
alarm” reaction. Tension is the 
disturbed and upset feeling you 
get when your body mobilizes to 
deal with a real or imaginary 
threat.
Anxiety is the uneasy feeling 
you get in anticipation or ex­
pectation of a threat. A little of 
each is necessary to keep alive, a 
certain amount of each is normal, 
but if stress, tension or anxiety 
becomes a chronic part of your 
personality you could be in 
danger.
For the sake of brevity we’ll 
use the term “stress” in referring 
to all three emotional situations.
Dr. Hans Selye, director of the 
Institute of Experimental 
Medicine at the University of 
Montreal and world-renowned
authority on stress says: “Don’t 
try to avoid stress, it’s the very 
salt and spice of life, but do learn 
to master and to use it!”
How to master stress?
There are many ways, one sure 
fire idea . . . talk things out with 
someone. Choose a trusted 
confident and talk-it-out, you’ll 
find this releases pent-up 
emotions. Keeping tensions 
bottled up just leads to more 
stress and keeping all worries to 
yourself just adds to anxiety.
Another dandy stress breaker 
is exercise. Not just because a 
daily run, a swim or set of tennis 
is good for your heart circulation 
but because the distraction of 
exercising releases anxieties. 
Distraction itself is a healer.
Dr. W.P. Morgan, 
psychologist at the University of 
Wisconsin has a theory. He 
claims that 45 minutes of any 
concentrated effort, meditation, 
light reading, something as 
simple as watching a sunset, will 
reduce anxiety levels.
Recreation does give relief 
from pressing problems, if we 
allow it, and what’s more, a 
chance to play does wonders for 
the morale, too. Anyone 
spending from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
an office working with abstract 
ideas, books. or figurs needs the 
kind of relief and relaxation 
provided by recreational ac­
tivities.
Get those muscles moving, get 
into racquet sports, swim, hike, 
golf or bowl, try gardening . . . 
it’s great for getting away from it 
all and gives a fine feeling of 
being in tune with Ma Nature.
This is the time to “hang 
loose”, to find a diversion that’s 
pleasant and satisfying. Pick an 
activity you’re pretty good at, if 
you’re poor at something and 
continuously humiliated by 
failures it’s just going to cause 
stress. If you’re a turtle, why try 
to be a racehorse?
The B.C. Heart Foundation 
has free literature that can help 
you avoid the self-destructive 
distress of failure, frustration 
and hatred and replace it with the 
pleasant stress of challenge and 
fulfillment. Write for free 
booklets on exercise, diet, and 
nutrition as well as help to quit 
smoking, lot’s of help to keep 
your heart healthy, not just from 
9 to 5 but all the time, every' day. 
Just write to: B.C. Heart, 1212 
West Broadway, Vancouver, 
V6H 3V2.
Leanne and Canice from Master Scissors recently returned 
from San Francisco where they attended advanced one- week 
training school at Gerard's International Advanced Haircut­
ting, bringing back to the peninsula the latest in new cutting 
and perming techniques.
YOUR PROFESSIONftL BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body WavesK Colouring
tvs A C0UIIT on 2nd Street
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656 4443
Twisted stick Edna Bowles, 8715 East Saanich Road, displays 
is booby prize awarded her at recent Rotary golf tourney at 
Glen Meadows. Edna, who is good sport and happy to share 
stick with everyone, says she'll likely use it as wall ornament.
Peggie Rowand Photo 2507 AVE Ph.65®-1012:
SANSCHA mil - BEkWn AVE. • 
Wedsiesday, Awgyst 11th p.m.
Sponsored by
Sidney Rotary Club
Mends for life
r,Jil«THE CANADIAN RED
